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Executive summary
Deliverable 2.1 “Instruments addressing technical and non-technical barriers – Generic results”
is dedicated to the development of instruments for overcoming the barriers to the
implementation of the solutions for joint energy services and energy, and it is developed from
a general perspective, providing guidance to address the barriers for a broad audience.
For each of the five clusters of barriers introduced in D1.2 “Working paper: Barriers towards
energy cooperation” – namely economic, social/managerial, framework, technical/engineering
and information provision - instruments are elaborated, based on literature analysis,
experiences from real cases and own professional experience. In addition, actors possibly
involved, feasibility of implementation and mitigating potential are described whenever
relevant.
At the time of writing D2.1, the project is in the phase of generating interest in the Lighthouse
Parks and it is mainly analysing different available options for energy cooperation from various
perspectives. As a consequence, some instruments have emerged during this initial phase and
they have been tested or they are under evaluation. Differently, some other instruments
associated to barriers related to more advanced stages of the actual deployment of the energy
cooperation solutions have only been envisioned by the consortium.
Considering economic barriers, the main instruments identified focus on financial and
insurance mechanisms to support investments in energy cooperation and energy efficiency
and on reducing related risks, through financing agreements, energy saving insurance,
completion bonds, leasing and crowdfunding initiatives. In addition, instruments identified
include market-based instruments to foster energy cooperation and energy efficiency
measures through incentives, subsidies, energy labelling and energy savings certificates and
techno-economic assessment instruments, such as ESCOs, energy management system,
energy audits, Life Cycle Analysis and Life Cycle Costing approach, smart metering systems
and certification of energy efficient technologies. Additional instruments include awareness
raising activities, policy initiatives, extended producer responsibility for energy and contractual
agreements to create a favourable context for investments in terms of knowledge,
competencies, regulations, etc.
Considering social and managerial barriers, the main instruments identified are related to
awareness raising methods and the validation of cooperative energy solutions thanks to a stepby-step approach in order to kick-off the activities from a social/managerial point of view.
Moreover, the appointment of a person in charge of stimulating and following the activities
(especially in a first phase) is deemed particularly beneficial, in particular if the involved
companies are not extremely devoted and/or used to energy efficiency and cooperation.
Considering framework barriers, the main instruments identified are related to the amendment
of existing law or the conversion from European Directives into national law by the different
Member States. Important transversal instruments are the establishment of standards for
metering and pricing structures of various resource flows such as waste heat and secondary
resources. Furthermore, common frameworks for assessing costs and benefits of energy
cooperation, the alignment and simplification of subsidy schemes, the establishment of data
(safety) guidelines to foster cooperation attempts and finally the intense implementation of “test
beds” for analysing and proofing innovative concepts are identified as suitable instruments.
Project Start: 01/03/2018 | Duration: 36 Months
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The specific instruments deal with possibilities for electrical energy cooperation (direct line and
closed distribution network) on European level, district heating networks and interlinked legal
framework and, more general, the recommended preferential treatment of physical
cooperation in terms of barriers caused by disadvantageous ownership structures (e.g. heating
pipe crossing the property of a third party).
Considering technical and engineering barriers, the main instruments identified include
awareness raising activities, such as staff training or investment in R&D, consultancy and
energy services, different strategies for the selection and location of companies within the park,
their mutual relationship and their relationship with non-park entities, creation of shared
services, and technical and technological solutions to improve processes’ and equipment’s
efficiency. Most of the instruments can be applied both at company and park level and their
effectiveness and mitigating potential vary from case to case, according to the specific features
of the park.
Finally, considering information provision barriers, the suggested instruments include capacity
building and allocating the right tasks to the energy managers in the industrial parks, a
certification system declaring the skills of installers/maintenance technicians, elaboration of a
map of energy efficiency in industrial parks at European level, promotion of feasibility
assessments and Energy Efficiency Plans in industrial parks and ideation and co-creation
workshops. Likewise, promotion of key information (related to general energy data or to a
specific energy efficiency project) is considered to serve equally to building a community, and
increasing trust and commitment around the same goals, as well as to marketing purposes
and generating positive image of the industrial park.
The results of such analysis are multiple and can be appreciated by various perspectives.
They show that there are type instruments are able to address barriers of different clusters (i.e.
training activities and awareness raising activities, increase of communication, engagement of
an ESCO, energy audits, feasibility assessments and life cycle analyses, energy management
system, monitoring of energy consumption, policy framework, gradual approach, identification
of standards and BAT). Furthermore, instruments effective in the short term and instruments
particularly relevant for the barriers identified from the Lighthouse Parks are highlighted in the
conclusions.
It is observed that most of the instruments generated can be applied at different scales, starting
from the single company level, up to the park level, thanks to the support of park managers
and/or forms of collaboration between the companies within the park.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Deliverable 2.1 “Instruments addressing technical and non-technical barriers - Generic results”
is dedicated to developing instruments for overcoming the barriers to implement the solutions
for joint energy services and energy, and it is developed from a general perspective, providing
guidance to address the barriers for a broad audience. Instruments should be intended as
potential approaches to face the barriers and to mitigate their effects, rather than a
straightforward way to solve them.
This document is thus produced on the basis of the barriers to energy cooperation and energy
efficiency solutions identified in D1.2 [1] and it follows its structure and categorization.
Furthermore, it considers that, on the basis of the activities and discussions carried out since
the beginning of the project, it has emerged that the most relevant barriers – associate with
high level of priorities - for the Lighthouse Parks involved include lack of awareness and
knowledge with respect to energy efficiency and energy cooperation opportunities, fear of
distortion from core business, lack of standardization and policies that regulate energy
cooperation, high initial investments and uncertainties about potential savings and forms of
incentives, uncertainty of security of supply when energy is obtained through cooperation, also
related to lack of trust.
The identification of instruments tailored to the Lighthouse Parks is faced in D2.2 “Instruments
and related business models for the S-PARCS Lighthouse Parks”. Nevertheless, such
instruments are here proposed as generalized instruments that will be selected and adapted
in D2.2.
For each of the five clusters of barriers introduced in D1.2 – namely economic,
social/managerial, framework, technical/engineering and information provision - instruments
are elaborated, based on the experience acquired in the first phases of S-PARCS project,
through continuous dialogue with the Lighthouse Parks, literature analysis, experiences from
real cases and own professional experience. Instruments can be of various kinds, such as
economic, fiscal, legislative, managerial, technological, organizational or other. Furthermore,
an instrument can be quite specific, addressing a single barrier or very specific issues, or can
be transversal and more general, addressing more than one barrier within the cluster and
covering multiple and wide issues. Finally, it is not excluded that similar instruments are
identified in different clusters of barriers: for example, instruments related to policy making can
address technical barriers, but also economic, framework and information provision barriers.
In the selection of the instruments, also solutions proposed in D1.1 “S-PARCS Solutions
inventory” [2] are considered as candidates. Indeed, a solution turns as an instrument when it
addresses the barriers of another solution. In those cases, explicit reference to D1.1 is made.

1.1

KEY MESSAGES
► This document aims at identifying instruments to overcome barriers associated with
energy cooperation and energy efficiency solutions in industrial parks. It is thus directly
related to the contents of D1.1 and D1.2.
► The instruments presented in this document aim to be general in principle, in order to
cover the variety of barriers and the differences between existing industrial parks. Their
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►

►

►

►

applicability and their effectiveness are to be established from case to case, taking into
account site-specific conditions. However, some others have been identified on the
basis of the experiences of S-PARCS project partners in the Lighthouse Parks.
At the time of writing D2.1, the project is in the phase of generating interest in the
Lighthouse Parks and it is mainly analysing different available options for energy
cooperation from various perspectives. As a consequence, some instruments have
emerged during this initial phase and they have been tested or they are under
evaluation. Differently, some other instruments associated to barriers related to more
advanced stages of the actual deployment of the energy cooperation solutions have
only been envisioned by the consortium.
The results of this study show that there are type instruments are able to address
barriers of different clusters. Furthermore, instruments effective in the short term and
instruments particularly relevant for the barriers identified from the Lighthouse Parks
are highlighted in the conclusions.
Annex I shows, for each cluster of barriers, the cross-matching between instruments
and barriers. In some cases, instruments can be defined as transversal, addressing
more than one barrier within the cluster and covering multiple and wide issues, while
in other cases instruments are specific, addressing a single barrier or very specific
issues.
The cross-matching exercise presented in Annex I has been performed in order to allow
the reader to easily identify valuable instruments when facing specific barriers.
Moreover, it aims at facilitating the development of the Initial Assessment Tool (IAT)
within WP3. However, the associations presented are not to be intended as the only
possible matching between the barriers and the instruments presented.
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2 INSTRUMENTS FOR CLUSTER I – ECONOMIC
BARRIERS
Economic barriers exert a crucial role because of the great influence of the economic
perspective in companies’ decision process of adopting energy efficiency and energy
cooperation measures. These barriers, summarised in Figure 2.1, are connected to aspects
such as the complexity of investment decision related to the existence of hidden investment
costs, high investment costs and long payback periods, costly backup systems for preventing
down-times and/or security issues, lock-in effects, uncertainties about energy prices, risks of
a cooperation with (competing) companies, and difficulty assessing indirect savings and
benefits of energy efficiency measures.
Many of the instruments related to economic barriers involve third party actors that can be very
different depending on each instruments: other companies, public authorities, consultants,
national or international bodies, etc. The reason is to be found in the simple assumption that
often economic barriers are related to external factors and they can be tackled considering a
holistic approach, which includes the involvement of various entities. For this reason, some of
economic instruments are not strictly related to financing mechanism but cover regulation and
standardization aspects.

Figure 2.1: Economic perspective barriers (D1.2)

2.1
2.1.1

TRANSVERSAL INSTRUMENTS
Involvement of ESCO as financing entity

Energy service companies (ESCOs) develop, design, build, and fund projects that save
energy, reduce energy costs, and decrease operations and maintenance costs at their
customers' facilities. ESCOs compared to other firms that offer energy-efficiency
Project Start: 01/03/2018 | Duration: 36 Months
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improvements use the performance-based contracting methodology. When an ESCO
implements a project, the company's compensation is directly linked to the actual energy cost
savings. Therefore, an ESCO is an effective instrument to overcome economic barriers
because it can finance, or assist in risk capital assessment procedure of energy efficient
investments arranging financing for the operation of an energy system by providing a savings
guarantee. Moreover, it solves the difficulty of companies/parks in accessing to long-term
financing and high investments for energy efficiency and energy cooperation measures. In
parallel, it is effective to access to innovative technological solutions for energy cooperation,
as presented in 5.1.6.
The park and/or company managers should contact such entities in order to explore different
financing opportunities. In a second time, third party involvement could be beneficiary, being
the third parties the technology providers for the identified solution(s), external consultants or
even public authorities if they are involved in the project or could facilitate it. Such agreements
require a negotiation phase, but they are generally applied by companies and in the recent
period are becoming more and more common.
2.1.2

Creation of a park ESCO

The creation of a park ESCO is included among the solutions of D1.1. This solution is an
instrument to overcome the difficulty of companies/parks in accessing to long-term financing
and facing high investments for energy efficiency and energy cooperation measures.
In this case, the objective could be both to finance new installations in the park and/or to act
with respect to external end-users by providing services exploiting park assets.
2.1.3

Energy management at company/park level

As barriers to the implementation of cooperative energy efficiency measure are the competition
of non-energy related investments and that energy may not be considered a crucial factor, the
possibility of gaining a deeper understanding of these aspects could facilitate further
investments. The implementation of an energy management system (EMS) is included among
the solutions of D1.1. This solution is an instrument to overcome economic barriers to internal
competition for identifying and prioritizing investments in energy efficiency and energy
cooperation measures within companies and park according to short and long-term
perspective. In this sense, the implementation of such system does not require an exaggerate
effort and it is generally beneficial by itself, thus encouraging further measures.
The involvement of an energy manager, with specific and dedicated tasks is an instrument also
addressing social and managerial and information provision barriers, as presented in 3.1.1 and
in 6.1.1.
The actors involved to implement such instrument can be different depending on the number
of companies involved, the heterogeneity and the kind of EMS (how deep the analysis) and
can range from external consultants to specialised third companies.
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2.1.4

Energy Saving Insurance

Energy Saving Insurance is a risk mitigation mechanism that might help to overcome financial
barriers related to energy efficiency projects by adding volume to the energy efficiency
investment market and lower its costs of finance and transaction costs. This instrument plays
a crucial role in giving certainly to sources of capital that they will be repaid as agreed in their
contracts for energy efficiency projects, as well as in fostering more positive and realistic
attitudes among end users and financiers about the risks of energy efficiency technologies and
project. Normally, the main actors involved are energy end users, insurers and financial
institutions [3].
Energy Saving insurance might work as an instrument of ordinary insurance: trade credit
insurance and equipment breakdown insurance.
Trade credit insurance covers the accounts payable of the insured, based on anticipated cash
flow from his accounts receivable. The insurance would appear to cover seasonal, or other,
variations in energy savings. The insurer would pay the debt service on the project loan in any
payment period in which the energy savings pledged for its payment fall short of projections.
This instrument does not require the insured to offer real guarantees to the insurer. In practice,
the insurance companies monitor and verify the savings generated by the project. The
monitoring activities is carried out by technical experts as adjustors. In the case of energy
savings risk insurance; these experts would have the role of verifiers.
Equipment breakdown insurance covers primarily failure of defined equipment and often
covers “consequential damages,” such as loss of business income. This type of insurance
might operate an energy savings risk mitigation mechanism because it has already supported
customers of cogeneration systems, with an extension of coverage to energy losses because
of equipment failure [4].
These kinds of insurance have already been promoted by insurance companies such as HSB
Engineering Insurance (Munich RE) in UK and Ireland, and insurance brokers such as PIB
Broker in UK.
This instrument has a high potential to support the spreading of energy efficiency investments
among companies/parks, but its broad implementation requires a regulation for a suitable riskcapital assessment approach to energy efficiency investments, as extensively highlighted in
paragraph 4.1.1.
2.1.5

Completion bond for energy efficient investments

A completion bond is a form of insurance offered by a completion guarantor company – usually
an insurance company – that ensures a given project will be completed. The bond guarantees
that the project will be completed on-time, within budget and free of liens, even if impediments
arise during its development. In that case, the completion guarantor company will provide the
money needed to continue the project and, if needed, will take over the project to ensure its
successful execution. If case of project takes over, the completion guarantor company will
assume a wide range of contractual rights, including “hire and fire” rights over any personnel
and project scheduling rights [5].
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In this type of agreement, there are at least three parties: (1) the obligee – the client, owner,
or party that requires the bond to be posted for its protection; (2) the principal – the primary
party that promises to complete the project or contract; (3) obligor or the completion guarantor
company – the party that assures the obligee that the task or project can be fulfilled to
completion. While the completion guarantor company benefits from the collection of a bond
fee, which varies according to the risks assessed, the principal benefits from the guarantee of
receiving principal and interests of a loan even if the project itself fails to reach completion.
Completion bonds are commonly used because of their straightforwardness and they are often
considered as standard pre-project material for any complex construction project, involving
large sums of money and/or multiple stakeholders [6].
Renewable energy projects and/or energy cooperation projects can be considered as suitable
cases for using completion bonds and overcoming some of their economic-related barriers.
First, companies involved in such projects have to avoid additional costs, since the high initial
investment together with additional unpredicted costs can make energy-related projects
financially unsustainable. In particular, costs related to the case of first-kind-of-investment
projects should be considered with specific attention, since they represent hidden costs that
can be more easily avoided by using ad-hoc expertise. By adopting completion bonds,
companies can ensure that no additional and hidden costs would be sustained, and investment
planning activities can be carried out without undermining their financial sustainability. Second,
renewable energy and/or energy cooperation projects usually require several months or years
to be concluded, which exposes the project development to potential delays. Since delays
mean additional costs in terms of people’s working hours and delayed start of the payback
period, companies can adopt completion bonds to ensure that the project will be completed
on-time and without extra-budget funds. The ability of completion bonds to overcome these
economic-related barriers is crucial for engaging additional stakeholders – especially investors
– into projects. In fact, investors become much more prone to get involved into projects if a
completion bond is provided, since they know that the project will be surely completed and it
will generate revenues to recoup their investment. IRENA analyses some cases of adoption of
completion bonds in Germany and possible improvements in other countries (France and UK)
to carry out renewable energy actions [7]. Moreover, the Danish Government, in cooperation
with other governments and international partners, have identified the completion bonds as
supporting tools for investing in energy efficiency in small and medium enterprises [4].
Companies engaging into renewable energy and/or energy cooperation projects are thus
called to consider completion bonds as a form for reducing the risks associated with the
investment and encouraging the cooperation of other stakeholders by securing their
investments too.
2.1.6

Life Cycle Assessment and Life Cycle Costing approach

The park and its companies might be supported by the implementation of Life Cycle
Assessment (LCA) and Life Cycle Costing (LCC) approach in order to identify and priorities
their investments in energy efficiency and energy cooperation. Indeed, the lack of such kind of
approach is a barrier, and often causes misinterpretation about the real effects of energy
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cooperation solutions and hamper their implementation from both an economic and technical
perspective as presented in 5.1.5.
LCA is a technique to assess the environmental aspects and potential impacts associated with
a product, process, or service, by building an inventory of relevant energy and material inputs
and environmental releases; evaluating the potential environmental impacts associated with
identified inputs and releases, and analysing the results to support the investment decision
processes. The adoption of LCA approach yields twofold benefits might support companies
and parks in:
► the identification of most environmental effective investments in energy efficiency and
energy cooperation
► the communication of implemented measures in terms of environmental benefits for
customers and communities where companies and parks operate.
LCC approach assesses all costs associated with the life cycle of a product/service system
included externalities to be internalized in future investment decision processes. This approach
allows companies and parks to have an overall vision of costs associated with an installation
including energy and maintenance costs as well. Moreover, LCC supports a long-term
perspective in investment decision processes and provides all useful information for risk capital
assessment carried out by banks, funds and insurance companies [8]. Usually LCA/LCC are
performed by third party companies, as business services, that can also provide this kind on
analysis for different solutions in order to allow a comparison between them.
LCA-LCC might provide a new perspective of assessing investments in energy efficiency and
energy cooperation because this instrument enhances the assessment of a single investment
and the comparison of competitive investments and the use of internal economic resources.
However, companies and parks need the support of consultants to implement this instrument
and exploit all associated potential benefits.
2.1.7

Common energy audits

Often, it is not fully clear to companies which are the best area of intervention that can be
tackled by cooperative (and non-cooperative) energy efficiency interventions: the
implementation of common energy audits is included among the solutions of D1.1 and it is
intended to cover this aspect as well. This instruments support companies and parks the
identification of energy efficiency improvements at company and park level and understanding
how energy is used within the plants. Energy audits enhance the companies and parks’
awareness on opportunities and benefits associated with energy cooperation and energy
efficiency measures, also from a technological perspective as shown in 5.1.5.
2.1.8

Financing agreements for energy efficient investments

Financial institutions can establish agreements in order to support energy efficiency and
energy cooperation investments by financial instruments able to include energy costs and
energy efficiency potential in risk assessment and related capital requirements. Financing
agreements are the agreements stipulated between the developer in respect of financial
assistance in respect of project, and the lenders by way of loans, guarantees, subscription to
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non-convertible debentures and other debt instruments including loan agreements,
guarantees, notes, debentures, bonds and other debt instruments, security agreements, and
other documents relating to the financing (including refinancing) of the total project cost.1
These agreements should promote risk-sharing facilities and subordinated loans offering to
de-risk transactions, removing uncertainties around energy efficiency asset performance and
providing the opportunity to lower financing costs and extend maturities to long-term corporate
energy efficiency investments.
The implementation of this instrument can address market failures and (while paying attention
to moral hazard) encourage the migration from grant-based systems to a blended approach
with greater private sector involvement. Moreover, it can overcome the competition for capital
priorities non-energy related investments, economic and technical risks and high investment
costs for energy efficiency and energy cooperation measures.
2.1.9

Pre-commercial procurement for innovative energy investments

The industrial park and companies could be supported by pre-commercial procurement (PCP)
in order to identify and develop innovative energy efficiency and cooperation solutions and
reduce energy efficiency implementation costs.
PCP is a particular category of public procurement that finds specific discipline within the
Communication of the European Commission (2007) 799 final "Pre-commercial Procurement:
Driving innovation to ensure sustainable high quality public services Europe" [9]. PCP is an
important tool to promote the collaboration between the public sector and the private sector
and differs from traditional contracts, especially for the object that is placed at the tender level:
a Research and Development (R&D) service [10].
In particular, the Research and Development activity may concern the exploration,
identification, study, design and prototyping of innovative solutions, up to the original
development of a limited volume of first products or services in the form of a test series. R&D
does not include commercial development activities such as quantity production, supply to
establish commercial viability or to recover R&D costs, integration, customization, incremental
adaptations and improvements to existing products or processes.
The most important aspect of the PCP legislation concerns the sharing of risks and benefits
between the public entity and the private entity. Public authorities do not reserve research and
development results exclusively for their own use, but they share with the company risks and
benefits deriving from R&D, created to develop new innovative solutions that exceed those
available on the market [12].
PCP is a widely used instrument that can be a useful tool to manage the risk of complex
investments in innovation, to solve problems of high technological complexity, to obtain the
best value for money throughout the life cycle of the solutions acquired and to increase the
innovative performance of the industrial sector. In particular, PCP might be a useful instrument
to strengthen R&D activities in the field of innovative energy cooperation and energy-efficient
investments, leveraging risk sharing with the public entity. This sharing could, in fact, allow to
tackle and overcome the fear of companies linked to the hidden costs of first-class investment
1
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projects, guaranteeing companies the opportunity to enjoy the benefits deriving from the
identification of innovative and performing cooperative energy solutions.
2.1.10 Certification of energy efficient technologies
Industrial processes can rely on the Directive 2010/75/EU [11] on industrial emissions
(integrated pollution prevention and control) to combat industrial pollution. The structure of this
Directive is based on the concept of Best Available Techniques (BAT), defined as follow
► “BEST”: in relation to techniques, means the most effective in achieving a high general
level of protection of the environment as a whole.
► “AVAILABLE”: means those techniques developed on a scale which allows
implementation in the relevant class of activity under economically the technically
viable conditions, taking into consideration the costs and advantages, whether or not
the techniques are used or produced within the State, as long as they are reasonably
accessible to the person carrying out the activity.
► “TECHNIQUES”: includes both the technology used and the way in which the
installation is designed, built, managed, maintained, operated and decommissioned”
[13].
In brief, at the EU level there are available reports that describe the most advanced EU
technologies and techniques referred to several industrial sectors. Despite the possibility to
use this Directive to reduce the environmental impact of industrial processes, new
environmental technologies are often overlooked. Such technologies refer to innovative
technologies presenting an added value for the environment and ready for the market, but
usually not included within the already well-established technologies. To foster the recognition
and wide spread of new environmental technologies, the European Commission has launched
a voluntary scheme for Environmental Technology Verification (ETV) on an experimental
basis: the EU ETV pilot programme [14]. This programme is recommended for technologies
when innovative features, technical performance or environmental added value are not fully
reflected in existing product standards.
This mechanism can boost collaborations among companies to develop technologies and
create synergies. A standardised validation process like the EU ETV scheme might thus
overcome some economic barriers such as companies and industrial park’s fear of hidden
costs of first-of-kind investment projects, (monetarized) economic, organizational and technical
risks, including risk uncertainties associated with investments in energy cooperation and
energy efficiency, and fear of technological lock-in effects or obsolescence due to expected
technological progress by accelerating the acceptance and the diffusion of the innovative
environmental technology in the field of energy cooperation.
Companies and parks involved in renewable energy projects and/or energy cooperation
projects could benefit from the adoption of a certification scheme inspired by the EU ETV
scheme. Due to the site-context specificities, companies and parks often face difficulties when
deciding which kind of energy efficient technologies should be used. In that case, they usually
build and implement ad-hoc energy-based solutions, which could represent important option
also for other companies if a third-party validation would have guaranteed the reliability, the
technical performance and the environmental added value of the new innovative solution.
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2.1.11 Energy Savings Certificates or white certificates
Energy Savings Certificates are an instrument that can support parks and companies in
recognizing economic benefits associated with investments in energy efficiency and energy
cooperation and in particular the win-win situation in terms of profits and energy savings. In
fact, Energy Savings Certificates provide documentary evidences that a certain reduction of
energy consumption has been achieved. Energy Savings Certificates are usually tradable and
combined with an obligation to achieve a certain target of energy savings. This mechanism
overcomes economic and technical risks of energy and energy investments and assign a worth
to avoided environmental damages [15]. In this framework, they are a valuable instrument to
highlight the costs associated with environmental damage in the market.
This instrument can guarantee the accuracy of energy saved because Energy Savings
Certificated are issued by an authorized body attesting that a specified amount of energy
savings has been achieved. Each certificate is a unique and traceable commodity carrying a
property right over a certain amount of additional energy savings and guaranteeing that the
benefit of these savings has not been accounted for other investment/measure.
Therefore, the enlargement of the implementation of this mechanism among companies and
industrial parks might integrate energy efficiency investments into ordinary investment decision
processes. This mechanism should promote by consultants and ESCOs.
2.1.12 Incentives and subsidies for energy investments
National, regional and local incentives and subsidies for fostering investments in energy
efficiency and energy cooperation can overcome high investment costs, internal capital
competition with non-energy related investments, lack of private risk finance and technological
lock-in effects. This instrument might assume the form of incentives, such as tax credits or
rebates, and subsidies.
This instrument has been already implemented in many countries in order to foster energy
efficiency measures in residential and industrial sector, but it should be enhanced by focusing
more on the support of most expensive investments, the selection of the best available
technology and solving the lack to access to financing at company and park level.
In the framework of economic perspective, the instrument is focused on the need of introducing
further incentives and subsides, while in section 4.1.2, the main focus is the simplification and
alignment of already existing ones.
Depending on the type of form the incentive is implemented in, it can lead to a reduction of
payback period for investments requiring high initial capital, thus fostering their realization as
well as favouring energy related investments from a strategical point of view.
2.1.13 Crowdfunding initiatives for energy investments
Parks and companies can carry out crowdfunding or peer-to-peer lending initiatives in order to
tackle difficulty to invest in energy efficiency and energy cooperation projects in terms of
access to financing and long payback periods. For instance, Open Energy Finance Exchange
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empowers renewable energy developers, EPCs and asset owners to easily and efficiently
access the capital markets to find the best-fit lenders, investors, and partners2. These initiatives
can allow companies and parks to share the risks and benefits of energy investments such as
solar energy projects.
The implementation of this instrument might help parks and companies to pursue the common
goal of the energy saving without asking a formal involvement within the governance of plants
and facilities. Therefore, companies and parks are prone to invest in more promising
technologies and particularly in energy efficiency and renewable sources because they do not
have to put more efforts, in terms of human resources and knowledge, in the management
(operation and maintenance) of plant and facilities. Moreover, crowdfunding or peer-to-peer
lending initiatives foster small companies interested in energy cooperation and energy
efficiency measures and reduce the time to carry out the investment.
There are several funding alternatives available in the crowdfunding system, the most common
are [16]:
► Donation and reward: in this case, the project developer does not return the money,
which is officially considered to be a donation, nor does the developer offer shares in
company capital. The objective here is social or environmental, i.e. the donation is
made “for a cause”. However, the project promoter may provide a non-monetary
reward, a prize or a gift, in recognition of the support given. This formula is often used
for community projects that have a direct impact on their beneficiaries;
► Crowdequity: with this system, a company in its initial (start up) phase obtains funding
through several small investors (micro-investors), who purchase capital, these
investors generally contribute small amounts and become company stockowners or
shareholders, depending on the amount they have contributed;
► Crowdlending: this method of funding is generally undertaken by companies that
already have a cash-generating capacity. It consists of loans made by numerous
investors for relatively small amounts. Crowdlending platforms manage the process of
analysis, formalization and the charging of fees. Investors receive interest on the
amount invested, which is currently higher than the interest offered by bank deposits,
although the risk is also usually higher;
► Invoice trading: this is factoring through an internet platform; companies cede the right
to charge for invoices in exchange for money to a group of investors, after a platform
analyses the veracity of the invoice, the payment capacity of the client who the invoice
is issued to, and the company that receives the order and provides the credit;
► Generation: is a special type of reward that involves supplying energy free of charge,
or with a discount on electricity fees for donors, when the financed project is a
renewable energy generation project and the investor is a client of the supplier
company that is selling the energy produced.

2
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This kind of instruments might be strengthened by suitable contractual agreements for using
and sharing energy facilities and services without compromising company competitive
advantage, and could also be beneficial in the short-term.
2.1.14 Leasing for energy efficient equipment
Leasing can support the incorporation and uptake of highly energy efficient equipment
purchases for companies and parks by solving reluctance to invest in new and expensive
energy efficient plants and equipment. As a widely used alternative for the financing of
machinery, equipment and vehicles, leases offer a good chance into the natural replacement
cycle of a company’s assets. An off-balance sheet treatment of leases and the wrapping of the
interest, capital and often service payments into one makes them simple and capital efficient
for companies to manage. This instrument can be strengthened by policy programmes that
provide additional fiscal or accelerated depreciation, and boosting the selection of highly
energy efficiency equipment (such as that used in Ireland, and other countries). The
advantages related to leasing are:
► diminished initial investment cost;
► reduction of the depreciation of the investment;
► possibility to arrange an agreement to avoid lock-in effects and obsolescence
Leasing is very mature financial instruments, but only used in sparing quantities for energy
efficiency investments [3]. Therefore, a suitable policy support might trigger a broad adoption
among companies and parks.
2.1.15 Regulatory framework for fostering energy efficiency and renewable energy
sources
A national regulatory framework committed to the implementation of energy efficiency and
renewable energy sources at industrial level might provide a set of measures and tools to foster
companies and parks towards the investments in energy efficiency and energy cooperation
according to the overarching vision released by the EU Winter Package3. In particular, this
instrument can remove economic barriers related to competition among company/park
investments, lack of or lag in the substitution of energy inefficient plants/systems and change
of renewable energy support schemes. The need of a framework reference legislation for
energy cooperation is also present at EU level as well, as described in 4.1.1.
An effective regulation should establish stringent targets in terms of energy efficiency and
adoption of renewable energy sources associated with the obligation to substitute non-energy
efficient plants/systems and implement renewable energy plants. Therefore, companies and
parks invest in energy efficiency and energy cooperation in order to be compliant and jointly
non-energy related investments are not always a priority within their investment decision
process. Investments in energy efficiency and energy cooperation will become an option that
companies and parks have to bear in mind during everyday operation, even though energy
3

The EU Winter Package consists of a package of legislative measures to foster the transition towards
a clean energy economy. The overall objectives of each proposed measure are briefly outlined in the
Commission Communication ‘Clean Energy for all Europeans’, COM (2016) 860 final
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costs are not a crucial cost factor. Moreover, this instrument might save companies and parks
from economic uncertainties of investments in renewable energy plants because of the
changes of support schemes for renewables.
This instrument requires the commitment and efforts of national governments because a
suitable national regulatory framework should be associated with a long-term national energy
strategy for the transition towards a low-carbon economy.
2.1.16 Raising awareness and training activities on energy efficiency opportunities
The implementation of raising awareness and training activities might be an instrument to
overcome economic barriers related to limited customer acceptance due to fear of distorted
and unreliable business relations and scarce interest in energy investments by companies and
parks, due to the fact that energy costs are not a crucial cost factor and existing structures are
costly to change. This instrument might provide companies and parks with detailed information
on (economic and environmental) benefits associated with investments in energy efficiency
and contractual issues. Therefore, companies and park managers are fostered to invest
because they have the knowledge to assess energy efficiency option or ask the support of a
consultant or ESCO. It is worth mentioning that similar instruments are also presented, from
different perspectives, in 3.1.6, 5.1.1 and 6.1.3.
The implementation of raising awareness and training activities require the commitment of
companies and parks in order to be effective. Therefore, it is essential an initial assessment of
learning needs for satisfying the actual lack of information.

2.2
2.2.1

SPECIFIC INSTRUMENTS
Extended producer responsibility for energy

Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) might be an instrument to enhance the consideration
of life cycle costs in energy efficiency and energy cooperation investments. This policy
approach gives producers a significant responsibility – financial and/or physical – for the
treatment or disposal of post-consumer products. Assigning such responsibility could foster
the prevention of wastes at the source, promote product design for the environment and
support the achievement of public recycling and materials management goals [17]. Concerning
the investment in energy efficiency and energy cooperation, the implementation of EPR might
boost companies and parks, as producers of waste energy/heat in their process, to invest in
energy efficiency measures and mainly in energy cooperation initiatives.
This instrument should be supported by a suitable regulation that assigns a clear responsibility
to companies in the recovery and recycling of energy wastes.
2.2.2

Smart monitoring systems for energy facilities and plants

The adoption of smart monitoring systems might mitigate economic, organizational and
technical risk associated with energy efficiency and energy cooperation investments, because
this instrument can map companies’ energy behaviours and provide real time data for a variety
of uses, both at the company level and at the energy facility level. While in this paragraph the
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economic perspective is faced, sections 5.1.9 and 6.2.2 describe the technical and information
provision perspectives. The former usage of real time data refers to each company’s
understanding of its current energy uses, with the possibility to optimize its production
processes and identify potential technical limitations. The latter usage of real time data refers
to the integration of energy data in the production process of each company. In turn, energy
peaks can be avoided, and the security of energy supply can be enhanced [18]. The
implementation of an extensive and targeted monitoring system could be beneficial with
respect to risk insurance schemes in order to effectively measure the performances of the
systems. Companies and parks involved in renewable energy projects and/or energy
cooperation projects could benefit from the adoption of smart monitoring systems, through the
increase of their energy-related awareness and knowledge, the securing of their energy
supply, and the improvement of risk management of their investments. While a support from
installer experts or energy auditors could be beneficial if an extensive monitoring system is to
be set up, often the support from the installers combined with the knowledge of each company
employee could be sufficient.
2.2.3

Digital transformation for energy data

Digital transformation has been defined as the integration of digital technology into all areas of
a company providing fundamental changes to how businesses operate and how they deliver
value to customers and it has to take into account the effect of a globalised data exchange
availability. Nowadays, new entrants from the digital economy are already using digital
technologies to disrupt the industrial landscape and threaten business-as-usual way of
operation. Put in future perspective, corporate spending on new technologies is expected to
grow by 13% CAGR to $2.4 trillion between 2016 and 2020, and corporate growth will be led
by investments in digital technologies in the same time-period [19].
As such, companies cannot avoid investing in digital transformation if they want to remain
competitive in today’s business world, and ensure their long-term sustainability. Despite these
market forces towards digital transformation, the World Economic Forum acknowledges
cybersecurity and data protection as two of the crucial aspects upon which companies should
work on. However, collaborative actions among companies are preferred, in order to ensure
higher data protection and maintain higher trust with customers [19].
Nowadays, Industry 4.0 concept is particularly promoted. It consists in the transition towards a
digitized and interconnected industrial production. This transition elicits connected supplychains and digitized industrial production processes by connecting workers, machine
components, materials, to-be-manufactured objects and even logistics, with continuous
exchange of data. Therefore, the exchange of data and particularly energy data might be
managed more effectively by each company avoiding the loss of key information for its
competitiveness [20].
The exploitation of benefits associated with Industry 4.0 requires investments that should be
fostered by suitable incentives established by national/regional governments.
Companies could thus enhance the development of renewable energy projects and/or energy
cooperation projects by jointly using digital transformation technologies for both data protection
and competitive purposes.
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2.2.4

Contractual agreements for sharing energy data

One of the tools that could help the park and the companies present in it is represented by the
identification and the stipulation of specific contractual agreements that have as their object
the protection and guarantee of all the signatory companies, with respect to the sharing of data
and related information to their energy consumption.
In particular, these agreements could be represented by the so-called Confidentiality
Agreements"4, which are widely used in many different fields. The Confidentiality Agreements
are preliminary agreements to the actual negotiation phase and have as their object realities
considered as intangible, such as know-how, knowledge and confidential information, which,
although not immediately tangible, can have great value for the company that is holder4.
The Confidentiality Agreements must necessarily be in writing, in order to prove the existence
of the agreement itself. With respect to the content of the agreement, on the one hand, there
are minimum contents that must necessarily be provided for and, on the other hand, only
optional and possible contents. In particular, it is important to clearly and unambiguously
identify the knowledge that one is interested in keeping secret; in this regard, there are some
possibilities:
► provide in the contract an analytical and detailed list of the knowledge on which you
want to keep the secret;
► postpone the timely identification of this knowledge / information to the technical
annexes of the agreement;
► provide that confidential information is identified, both in the initial phase and during the
course of the relationship, by means of specific statements affixed materially on the
documents, on the supporting material or in the communication of transmission of the
same;
► providing categories of knowledge that constitute confidential information (with the risk,
however, of falling into general forecasts).
Within the agreement the prohibition must be provided for the party receiving the confidential
information to disclose them and to use them for purposes other than those permitted by the
agreement. Furthermore, the duty to return or destroy the secret information received must be
provided once the confidentiality agreement is terminated due to the natural expiry of the
agreed term, as well as following the request of the knowledge holder, as well as for further
hypotheses in which the main operation no longer has any practical use. Finally, in order to
prevent confidentiality obligations from being circumvented, it is possible to take responsibility
for the party receiving the information, obliging it to guarantee the other party regarding any
violation of the confidentiality agreement set up by its employees, collaborators, affiliated,
affiliated or controlled companies [21].
Such agreements can be either one-sided, relate to the information of one company, or
bilaterally, mutually referring to the information that two companies exchange with each other.
In particular, in the case of energy cooperation between companies belonging to an industrial
park, confidentiality agreements could usefully be used through the establishment of a third
party and impartial (e.g. Consortium) to which all companies entrust, in a confidential manner,
4
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data and information related to their energy consumption. Each company should sign a
confidentiality agreement with the Consortium, thus avoiding sharing its information directly
with other companies, and preventing the Consortium entity from divulging it or making it
known to other companies.
These contractual agreements should therefore solve the problem of discouragement to invest
in energy efficiency and energy cooperation where companies consider that sharing their
energy data can provide a possible competitive advantage to the competing companies
belonging to the park.
2.2.5

Smart billing

Smart bills invoice for the actual consumption and provide additional information to foster more
sustainable and efficient behaviours. Therefore, consumers are likely to be most aware of their
consumption and related cost and most receptive to conservation messages when they receive
their utility bill, which is a logical place to insert energy efficiency advice. This instrument should
show potential energy savings and suggest some measures/investments that parks and
companies could decide to implement.
Smart bills have been already implemented worldwide in household sector, since raising
awareness is indeed considered an important step towards more sustainable behaviours by
making energy visible and ultimately reducing usage. In fact, they provide households with
feedback on energy consumption as well as information about how to reduce it. Some utilities
compare consumer energy consumption with similar consumers in order to foster energy
efficiency measures [22].
The adoption of this instrument could highlight the potential benefits associated with
investment in energy efficiency and energy cooperation at company and park level, above all
in industry sector where energy costs are not a crucial cost factor. Nowadays, some utilities
have already offered a service of smart bills for business providing an automatic analysis of
bills and related company energy profile. The future spreading of this kind of services can
support companies and parks in a preliminary analysis of potential energy improvements by
removing their mistrust.
2.2.6

Energy labelling for efficient systems and services

The adoption of energy labelling as stated by Regulation (EU) 2017/1369 [23]: “enables
customers to make informed choices based on the energy consumption of energy-related
products. Information on efficient and sustainable energy-related products makes a significant
contribution to energy savings and to reducing energy bills, while at the same time promoting
innovation and investments into the production of more energy efficient products”. Therefore,
energy labelling might trigger the reflection of avoided costs in terms of environmental
damages/climate effects thanks to the implementation of energy efficiency
measures/investments in market prices.
All consumers and in particular companies and parks can easily use energy labels as tool for
supporting their investment decision process in energy-related products/systems. However,
the effectiveness of this instrument at industrial might be strengthened, if EU regulations will
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enlarge the catalogue of energy-related products by establishing energy standards for most
diffused industrial systems and plants.
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3 INSTRUMENTS FOR CLUSTER II – SOCIAL AND
MANAGERIAL BARRIERS
Social and managerial barriers, summarised in Figure 3.1 plays a crucial role as they could
hamper the deployment of technically and economically feasible solutions. Indeed, the
possibility that energy cooperation is hindered by social behaviours or the absence of
commitment from the different players in the apical positions is the consequence of a lack of
cultural approach that S-PARCS project aims to tackle.
In this sense, many instruments identified aim to change the current approach via the
demonstration of the solutions in a small scale and/or in non-critical processes and via the
realisation of awareness raising campaigns and workshops intended for the employers and
employees. Indeed, the lack of knowledge about the activities, wishes and needs of the
companies within the same park has been identified as a critical barrier to the
investigation/realisation of cooperative measures. From this point of view, the first activities
carried out by S-PARCS partners have already proven effective as the companies in the park
highlighted how the launch workshops and the meetings with the project representative made
them aware of the opportunity deriving from this approach.
Consequentially, aside from these meetings, a major transversal instrument that has been
identified is the appointment of an energy manager at park level: he/she would be in charge of
these topics, acting as facilitator and contact point. At the same time, he/she would be the one
with the task to stimulate the kick-off of activities in order not to distract company managers
from manufacturing activities, thanks to his/her knowledge of this subject.
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Figure 3.1: Social and managerial barriers (D1.2)

3.1
3.1.1

TRANSVERSAL INSTRUMENTS
Appointment of an energy manager / dedicated person in charge of energy
related issues

As proposed in D1.1, the appointment of an energy manager could be beneficial from different
points of view: being in charge or being the contact point for energy related topics, he/she
should be able to advise the companies within the park on these topics not distracting them
from their core businesses. As mentioned more specifically in 6.1.1, he/she could also be the
reference point for awareness-raising campaigns at different levels and, at the same time,
promote energy efficiency projects.
The main actors to be involved to implement such professional figure are the companies
themselves and the park management that should identify the specific tasks and range of
action he/she is in charge of and the right profile accordingly.
3.1.2

Environmental and energy awareness campaign starting at company/department
level, possibility also leveraging park/consortium/category bodies

S-PARCS companies highlighted that external entities related to manufacturing activities
already exist and they could play a beneficial role in promoting energy efficiency measures.
As a matter of fact, stakeholder groups promoting a precise sector and its interest and/or the
industrial activities in a specific area are currently active on many different topics and they
should be involved in encouraging energy efficiency as well, especially if the targets are
cooperative solutions, as those promoted by S-PARCS project.
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These groups can be a suitable starting point to kick-off the discussion about energy efficiency
measures as they gather the stakeholders to discuss critical issues to their business that can
be effectively tackled by a cooperative approach. Moreover, generic awareness-raising
campaign could be fostered by such groups as they could represent the frontrunners on the
energy efficiency in different sectors, in order to promote a positive and environmental friendly
image. One of the main advantages of promoting the energy efficiency measures is this
framework is that they already organise successful workshops and meetings on various topics,
consequentially it would be easier to introduce S-PARCS cooperative measures without
requiring a dedicated effort.
3.1.3

Step-by-step approach, energy cooperation starting from non-critical processes

One of the barriers that has to be faced by the companies interested or willing to investigate
cooperative measures is a weak pre-existing cooperation: this barrier can be related to the
human behaviour, being suspicious with respect to the unknown, and it can be tackled by a
step-by-step approach. The proposed step-by-step approach is based on implementing some
low effort and low risk cooperative measures and, in parallel, on promoting and carrying out
studies for more ambitious solutions.
The first measure to be implemented should not be related to critical processes nor to those
sectors the companies are less keen to involve third parties (industrial secrets, high complexity
and/or highly strategical). The objective is to ease the process by establishing a first successful
collaboration: when the companies experience the advantages of tackling energy related
issues and inefficiencies by a cooperative approach, they should be encouraged to analyse
proactively further options. Moreover, a first cooperative project will require meetings and
workshops, which can be themselves the suitable place to overcome the scepticism related to
the absence of previous collaborations and to investigate potential collaborations.
These first projects could be promoted by the park management, which is in the best position
to encourage such activities, knowing the different companies in each park. Moreover, this
approach can be kicked-off in dedicated workshop as proposed in 6.1.3.
3.1.4

Social engagement/consultation of authorities and full analysis of local
regulations via participatory approach.

As the social aspects are becoming more and more important to the industrial stakeholders
and they are becoming a driver for their activities, a framework analysis can give crucial
indications.
The population, local authorities and government are particularly attentive to the energy
efficiency topic, consequentially their involvement can be beneficial to such projects. As a
matter of fact, S-PARCS initial experience has proven that sometimes the uncertainty related
to regional legislation and acceptance by the local population can hamper some measures
and/or support others; moreover, a strong support from the local community can be the main
driver to promote energy efficiency solutions, not considering that some of those proposed in
D1.1 aim to directly involve the surrounding population.
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Considering that energy efficiency measures have generally a positive impact on the
environment, in order to evaluate and receive feedback about the effect and the reaction of the
local population the organisation of open sessions to explain the actions planned and, in
parallel, to develop a participatory approach to maximise the impact should be foreseen.
Indeed, a limited understanding of energy-related activities in turn reduces the scope and
potential impact of local level energy transition initiatives, relevant to local as well as national
energy-related policies [24]. In this sense, not only the park management and the companies
should be involved but also technology providers and/or energy experts, in order to address
questions and guide the conversation in the best possible way.
Moreover, as mentioned above, the involvement of the local community can enhance a wide
range of energy efficiency measures by promoting awareness-raising on this topic, which has
been identified as a crucial instrument to overcome the different barriers identified. Finally,
gaining the support of the population and consequently of the local authorities has proven a
key factor in the actual implementation of industrial projects in various contexts. In this sense,
also regulatory barriers can be tackled more efficiently and the access to existing subsidies
eased.
3.1.5

Step-by-step approach, starting from easy to implement and short PBP
measures

The instrument proposed in this section is related to step-by-step approach but with a crucial
difference: from 3.1.3 case, where the main objective was to enhance cooperation with respect
to a status quo where a weak cooperation is in place. In this second case the barriers to be
overcome are about the fast success needed by some companies (and/or their managers). In
this second case, a crucial factor is a short payback period (PBP) for the measure to be
implemented as managers with short term contract may need proofs that the interventions they
are promoting are successful. From this point of view, easy to implement measure are of
course to be preferred, but also more ambitious solutions, characterised by higher risk higher
reward, can be analysed. As cooperation measures can be seen with more scepticism than
“conventional” ones, the important outcome that can be derived from the step-by-step
approach is that once the first results are proven, even solutions with a longer PBP can be
considered. Even if the first solutions to be implemented are different in the two cases, the
process after such implementation is similar, as the success of the first solution(s) would open
the path to other ones and foster the awareness-raising required.
3.1.6

Meetings at park level to promote communication and collaboration between
companies

One barrier that has been highlighted by S-PARCS partners is the lack of knowledge about
the activities, needs and wishes of the different companies in the park. Good communication
is seen as a key enabler of creating synergistic relations. A well-functioning communication
makes it easier for the involved parties to realize that cooperation can be mutually beneficial.
Communication and circulation of information within the business park can be performed both
through work-related and informal forums. Through communication with the other companies’
ideas are exchanged, partnerships are created and opportunities for improvement are
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identified. Thanks to informal meetings social bonds across company boundaries are also
created, thus facilitating the process of asking for help or knowledge5.
The same approach is foreseen in section 6.1.3, which deals with co-creation workshops
aimed at increasing the sharing of information.
A crucial point in energy cooperation in to gain a deeper knowledge on the entire framework,
which can influence the adoption of collaborative solutions. Clear responsibilities and
objectives should be assigned to the employees and the overall approach can be orchestrated
at park level. The park management or the park energy manager (if any) can organise these
meetings and workshops targeting different priorities according to the park characteristics:
►
►
►
►
►

promote energy efficiency awareness;
promote conventional and cooperative energy efficiency measure;
stimulate collaboration between the companies;
enhance the awareness about needs and wishes of the different companies;
ease the knowledge transfer on the energy topic.

These different aspects can be discussed through dedicated sessions according to the park
status. In some cases, the need to analyse the companies’ inputs and outputs from an
energetic point of view may be a preconditions to these meetings (and/or to be performed
during them, according to the level of expertise, the necessary effort and the companies in the
park). As the dimension of the various companies could vary significantly and, with it, the
organisational structure, it could be useful to organise the meeting with clear objectives and
topics in order to involved the most adequate professional figures.
If inter-companies’ cooperation has not yet been experienced, a first session involving the
management of the companies in order to highlight the potential benefits following cooperative
measures and gather their wishes and needs is beneficial to kick off the project(s). In the
following sessions, more operative/technical profiles should be involved to better analyse the
actual potential and possibilities related to the proposed measures.
An important role is to be played by the organiser of the here proposed sessions (it can be the
park management, an external entity, etc.): in order to enhance the possibility to actually
implement cooperative solutions, to avoid a loss of interest by the companies:
► the topic of each meeting should be clear as its objective;
► a participatory approach should be encouraged;
► technical and managerial figures should be involved regularly (possibly but not
necessarily in separate sessions);
► feedback and new inputs should be regularly given in order to stimulate new threads.
3.1.7

Energy cooperation starting at demo level (small scale)

In order to tackle a lack of trust both with respect to cooperative energy efficiency measures
and with respect to other companies, a productive approach could be to promote small scale
examples of cooperation. Potentially linked to technical small scale testing proposed in 5.1.10
and/or sandbox approach presented in 4.1.4, the possibility to deploy a cooperative solution
5

http://www.industriellekologi.se/symbiosis/ipos.html
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firstly at demo level could be an appropriate level to enhance energy cooperation and improve
the relations between the companies.
Clearly not all solutions can be tested at demo scale as some of them require large investments
that can be fruitful only under specific boundary conditions and one of them could be the size
of the solution (e.g. CHP investments). However, the possibility to implement some measures
at small scale should be investigate in order to both test the effects from a technical point of
view and from a “social” point of view. From this second perspective, different aspects can be
evaluated from the companies involved as the proactivity of each company involved, their
willingness to further expand the solution the internal procedures, etc. All these parameters
can be as important as the technical ones for a successful cooperation as companies which
have worked together successful will probably be more keener to analyse further and more
complex solutions; on the contrary, if unfair behaviours have been experienced, the possibility
to collaborate might be hampered and the failure of a demo case should not have disastrous
consequences.
In the framework of a demo test from a social/managerial point of view, the mediation of third
parties as park management, public authorities and/or consultants can be beneficial as
misunderstandings are more possible in this phase than in others.
3.1.8

Sector specific solutions

The composition and heterogeneity of each industrial park can be significantly different: some
parks host all the same kind of companies (e.g. chemical), others host companies acting in
many different sectors. In both cases, the possibility of analysing, proposing and promoting
sector specific solutions can be particularly beneficial.
Starting from the assumption that each different company has its specific needs, it is not
uncommon that some energy efficiency measures are particularly effective in precise sectors
and that each sector with similar manufacturing process can benefit from similar solutions. The
possibility to actually implement effective solutions can be enhanced by targeting specific
sectors in a park by organising dedicated workshops to address their peculiarities and by
proposing solutions that fit their needs.
Moreover, if two companies are in the same sector there are two very precise possibilities:
► they are market competitors;
► they deal with different products in the same sector.
In both cases targeted solutions could be particularly beneficial. In the first option, they will
probably have similar process and they will benefit from similar solutions; in addition, they
could benefit from a knowledge share. The main barrier in this case could be that they could
not be willing to share confidential information and to help each other, but the possibility to
promote their companies in the market as environmental friendly should be leveraged.
Moreover, as presented in 3.1.10 they could be engaged on non-product related processes.
In the case that a fair and clear agreement is reached, the possibility to enhance the
performance of both the companies in clear and will have a greater impact with the same effort.
In the worst case, they could ask the third body promoting cooperative solutions to share only
pre-discussed information and a fair knowledge transfer could be established.
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In the second case, two companies that act on the same market but that are not competitors
could probably be complementary and they could benefit from exchange of information,
products and stream of energy.
In both cases, the individuation of sector specific measures, their promotion and the
organisation of the activities based on the different sectors in the parks could be a suitable
starting point to engage the companies and their managers in energy cooperation. However,
the interaction with other companies is not to be neglected as they could have completely
different interests, but they can be coupled as well.
3.1.9

External entities (consultants, public authorities, manufacturer organizations,
etc.) to facilitate and promote cooperative measures

A lack of trust and knowledge has been highlighted as a barrier to energy cooperation: in this
framework the possibility to involve facilitators as consultants, sector consortia, public
authorities, park management, etc. is particularly relevant.
All the entities above mentioned can be regarded as impartial and could have a dual role:
► promotor of actions;
► mediator.
In the first phase, companies might be reluctant to investigate cooperative solutions and a
credible and respected entity/person has a great influence by conveying the messages and
ideas about cooperation and its advantages. S-PARCS experience to this point of the project
is that an external entity can ease the process and it has to present the solutions and their
advantages from a 360° view, including the environmental and social impacts other than
technical ones.
In a second phase, the same entity (or another one, according to its role) can act as well as
mediator in order to help the companies find a solution to different problems that may arise
during the implementation of the identified solution. In this case, the impartiality and the
trustworthiness of this entities are mandatory in order to solve issue by presenting fair
instruments.
3.1.10 Energy cooperation on non-product related processes and focus on
mutual/equal benefit solutions
As previously anticipated, the possibility to promote energy cooperation in non-product related
processes should be investigated especially, but not only, in the case that companies are direct
market competitors.
While on product related processes the companies might be reluctant due to trade secrets, on
other processes they could be prone to collaborate and such collaboration could be mutual
benefit, without acting directly on their market share. The management of ancillary services
(e.g. steam production, waste disposal, etc.) could be a starting point, as the companies should
have similar characteristics considering that the company manufacture similar products and
which have a general impact on the costs but negligible on the products. A successful example
is represented by the tannery district in Tuscany that have a common wastewater plant which
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guarantees them the possibility to operate and to manage their waste in an efficient way but,
at the same time, has a negligible impact on their market competition.
Such example is a proof of how energy cooperation can be achieved by market competitors
with a general satisfaction of the partners involved. Moreover, it can represent the starting point
once again to promote other measures and other possible solutions which tackle the same
process or other ones.

3.2
3.2.1

SPECIFIC INSTRUMENTS
Introduction of energy management system

The introduction of an energy management system as for D1.1, could be one of the first
measures to be integrated both at company and at park level. Not taking into account its
primary beneficial effect, it could represent the starting point for cooperative solution: thanks
to an energy management system, the energy consumption and requirement of the companies
could be assessed and mapped, which could enhance further energy efficiency investments.
3.2.2

Energy cooperation on top of existing utilities in order to guarantee a backup
system

Security of energy supply has become a major issue in Europe over the past decade.
Governmental and public concern has focused on the risks associated with dependence on
external sources, political uncertainty in external supplier and transit states, and the potential
for disruptions to energy supplies. There is also growing recognition that transformations within
the EU energy system, due to shifting demand patterns and the expansion of renewable energy
sources, raise new challenges for the continuous supply of energy to end-users at an
affordable price [25]. At a different scale, security of supply is a crucial issue when considering
new investments and new layout of the plants. In this sense, S-PARCS partners have noticed
that the possibility of actually implementing different envisaged solutions could threaten this
security.
The main issues raised are related to the possibility of exchanging energy with a company that
in the future might not be able to guarantee the energy supply, due to issues such as
reallocation of the production or bankruptcy or to technological factors such as change of the
process related to the provision of energy. In this case, the solution could be to implement
energy cooperation measures on top of existing ones. The idea here proposed is to maintain
as much as possible the existing infrastructures, when implementing the identified solution: the
objective would be to maintain the existing facilities as backup and/or complementary to the
new solution to be deployed. This approach is particularly suitable for what it concerns new
physical installation, heat exchange, industrial symbiosis example, etc. and it is a proven
method for renewable energy sources. In this case, which can serve as an example, it is a
common practice to maintain the existing facilities (e.g. boiler rooms in the case of solar
thermal) in order not to jeopardise the security of supply. Moreover, this proposed instrument
enables the possibility to implement solutions not covering the entire production. The crucial
points are:
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►
technical feasibility: the proposed instrument should be suitable to be implemented
from a technical point of view for what it concerns spaces, compatibility, etc.;
►
economical feasibility: at the basis of this proposed instrument there is the assumption
that the savings related to the cooperative solution are greater than cost required for the
maintenance of the old facilities.
Finally, this instrument could be realistically implemented in those cases where the technical
burden (e.g. engineering or construction phase) is limited. Moreover, in a first phase the two
solutions could be complementary (with the existing facility being the backup) but in a second
one the cooperative solution, if proven secure, could remain as the only one.
3.2.3

Clear analysis of subsidies and redaction of resulting clear contractual
agreement

In order to avoid problems with the incentives that a cooperative measure could generate, the
redaction on clear contracts in advance is mandatory. To reach satisfying agreements to all
party involved, a deep preliminary analysis is needed: first of all, a screening of the
subsidies/incentives that the cooperative solution may generate have to be carried out,
possibly by a trusted third party to avoid biases. In this first phase, the aspects to be analysed
are:
► Existing incentives and their applicability with respect to the cooperative solution;
► Necessary measurement system(s) to actually obtain the incentives;
► Effect of a variation of the scenario related to the subsides, as changes in the legal
framework that may affect their obtaining.
Following this first phase, a contractual phase between the parties involved (companies, park,
third parties, etc.) should be launched. In this framework a fair division about the incentives
should be reached considering the entire framework:
► Cost and benefit should be balanced;
► A share of energy cost savings could be allocated to investment repayments and
maintenance;
► Under/over-performance of the system from this point of view should be taken into
account as well;
► Clear procedures in case of a changing in the scenario should be foreseen.
Finally, the necessity/possibility to install additional sensor/measurement system to better
quantify the energy exchanges should be investigated and taken into account in the redaction
of such agreements.
3.2.4

Health and safety analysis

In case negative effects associated to the implementation of a specific solution are foreseen
on the workplace, an extensive and detailed analysis should be carried out by a specialised
third party. The assessment of risks, as established by national and European norms, is
compulsory for all employers in order to improve workers’ health and safety. The process of
risk assessment is based on the compliance with law provisions, but the process objectives
are fixed by the employer with a continuous improvement approach.
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In 2014, the European Commission adopted the Strategic Framework on Health and Safety at
Work 2014-2020 [26], which identifies key challenges and strategic objectives for health and
safety at work. The Strategic Framework aims to ensure that the EU continues to play a leading
role in the promotion of high standards for working conditions, to improve implementation of
existing safety and health rules, in particular by enhancing the capacity of micro- and small
enterprises to implement effective and efficient risk prevention strategies and to improve the
prevention of work related diseases by tackling new and emerging risks, without neglecting
existing risks [27].
As mentioned, before implementing any new solution that can increase or modify the risk
related to the working environment, a risk analysis should be performed taking into account
the safety standards required both by the law and by the employers. The output of such
analysis should be a detailed risk assessment as well as countermeasure to face new/different
risks related to the solution to be implemented. As a general rule of thumb, if the requirements
from the companies willing to participate to the cooperative action are different, the stricter
should be taken into account. Moreover, the risk assessment should be taken into account in
the redaction of a cost benefit analysis as well.
This procedure should be followed in any case a variation about the workplace safety can be
foreseen and a third party, not biased, should be assigned this job. Moreover, as
countermeasures are proposed along with the analysis, the final decision should be based on
a rational procedure, evaluating if:
► the fear of negative effect on the workplace safety was reasonable;
► the associated costs are still reasonable;
► the residual risk is admissible.
This third condition is based on the assumption that, generally speaking, countermeasures
reduce the risks but they can not completely eliminate them.
3.2.5

Green Lease

A green lease is a lease of a commercial or public building which incorporates an agreement
between a landlord and a tenant as to how a building is to be occupied, operated and managed
in a sustainable way. It links sustainable building design with post-constructive obligations on
both the landlord and tenant of commercial property to achieve environmentally sustainable
development objectives A green lease is an arrangement that offers substantial benefits, both
quantitative and qualitative, to both tenants and building owners/landlords by:
► improving environmental performance of the leased space by securing a few critical
commitments on the part of both the landlord and the tenant;
► aligning financial incentives so that both parties benefit from adopting green measures;
► improving environmental data reporting transparency to enable tenants and landlords
to measure success against agreed-upon goals.
The introduction of such type of contract can be beneficial to assure that the user of the building
(for example, a company) is committed towards a sustainable building management, which is
of interest for the owner (for example, the park).
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Many companies have set cumulative or percentage goals for carbon footprint reduction or
other environmental gains across the entire organization. Successful green leases greatly
assist such objectives because they not only generate, but also enable, tenants to measure
and report quantitative sustainability improvements.
The basic idea of the green lease is to boost the renovation and energy efficiency intervention
in rented buildings. Moreover, an analysis about the increase (or decrease) of the building
value with respect to cooperative energy measures can be carried out in order to display to the
building owner how his/her propriety could benefit from such solution, which, in case the tenant
would move will probably remain in the building premises.
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4 INSTRUMENTS FOR CLUSTER III – FRAMEWORK
BARRIERS
Framework barriers play an essential role in the advancement of adopting energy technologies
and the realization of energy cooperation forms among companies. These barriers,
summarised in Figure 4.1 according to D1.2, are connected to aspects such as national and
European laws, which have become obsolete due to technical development, confusing subsidy
and approval guidelines, entanglement of various aspects of law, such as energy and property
law etc. The advancement of energy markets, which become more decentralized, liberalised,
flexible and renewable, is crucial for these developments.
In the section below, a list of instruments to overcome framework barriers is proposed. The
instruments should be intended as general guidelines and potential approaches to face the
barriers and to mitigate their effects, rather than straightforward solutions. This is due to the
variation in Member States’ laws and different implementation of EU directives. Indeed, most
of the solutions identified are demanding for complex changes in European and national laws,
so there is no fast and simple solution available, which could be implemented by industrial
parks themselves in most cases.

Figure 4.1: Framework perspective barriers (D1.2)
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4.1

TRANSVERSAL INSTRUMENTS

4.1.1

EU framework for physical energy cooperation

As part of the analysis of barriers in the framework perspective, several key factors were
identified, that range from uncertainties in existing EU and national law, to adverse effects of
tax and subsidy structures as well as lacking standards. It is in the very nature of energy
cooperation that a wide range of legal and regulatory aspects are touched upon. Additional
complexity is added when looking at the different existing provisions for the electricity and gas
markets which stand in (partially stark) contrast to fewer (if any) provisions for the exchange
of heat. It can be assumed that these developments can be traced back to the current or
previous electricity and gas market, which is or was strongly centralized.
Any energy cooperation solution is very likely to have to deal with finding solutions to issues
that touch upon regulated natural monopolies – as is the case with the electricity and gas grids
- and competitive market segments, like the sale of energy. Previous analysis in the S-PARCS
project has established that these non-technical barriers are major factors hampering
investment decisions in favour of energy cooperation solutions. Calling upon an EU wide
framework for energy cooperation can therefore only serve as a first reference point towards
the development of a group of instruments that decrease the economic, institutional and legal
barriers to such business models. Based upon the first thorough analyses of energy
cooperation experiences made so far and especially considering the Lighthouse parks involved
in S-PARCS, three aspects that should be covered by the EU legislative framework:
► The first aspect is the establishment of EU-wide or national or park-wide standards
for the metering of resource flows within parks as well as the creation of
standardized calculation and measuring guidelines. In the scope of the S-PARCS
project, ‘resources’ do not only encompass electricity, gas and heat flows but also
residual waste, water flows (fresh water as well as sewage) and other noninfrastructure bound resources like oil, biomass, etc. Creating a framework in which the
quantity of these resource flows is consistently measured would enable easier
detection of possibilities for energy cooperation and could thereby significantly support
related business models;
► The second aspect is the establishment of pricing structures for various
resources. Resource flows that run in parallel to the established (competitive) energy
market and especially in parallel to the public grid infrastructure, suffer from nonexisting pricing structures. The value of residual resource flux can only be estimated
based on the gathering of multiple criteria, e.g. current and sometimes even real-time
market prices, network losses, (negative) yields of alternative or non-usage and from
the economic point of view accruing waste and resource efficiency;
► The third aspect is the development of a common framework for assessing the
cost and benefits of energy cooperation solutions and the support to implement
such measures may support the uptake of energy cooperation solutions. A reference
example for such a cost benefit model is the cost benefit assessment model developed
by the JRC (Joint Research Center Institute for Energy and Transport) for the
assessment of investments in smart grid infrastructures [28]. The main goal of the JRC
CBA methodology is to combine social and economic evaluation of impacts of Smart
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Grid project, complementing it with a qualitative analysis of externalities that are not
quantifiable in a monetary way.
4.1.2

Simplification and alignment of subsidy schemes

Finding subsidies for energy relevant measures such as renewable energy installations, heat
recovery or energy-saving measures for buildings, to name just a few, is a highly timeconsuming effort as no “one-stop-shop” for subsides is available in most countries. Also,
applying for subsidies can be a tedious job keeping potential beneficiaries from making use of
these incentives. As previously mentioned, the introduction of additional incentives and
subsides is also an instrument towards implementation of energy cooperation solutions, as
shown in 2.1.12.
The Austrian subsidy landscape for photovoltaic installations may serve as an example:
companies can choose between two different national subsidy schemes, various regional ones
and many local ones.6 Similar structures can be found in Germany and other EU countries. In
particular, local and regional subsidy schemes are not well known, which may especially apply
to subsidies for comparatively unconventional measures such as physical energy cooperation.
Most countries have one or more centralized databases on subsidy schemes but they neither
replace a unified subsidy scheme nor a unified application process for all subsidies.
Moreover, subsidy and support schemes address different parameters. For example,
measures eligible for the energy efficiency directive focuses end-use consumption, PV
subsidies are often based on kWp and many subsidies for industry are based on CO2 abated.
Moreover, many schemes apply floors and caps for subsidizations or use percentage values
in parallel. Therefore, it is often not clear which limitations apply for receiving support.
Simplifying subsidy schemes by making use of online applications and interlinkage between
already existing databases as well as aligning subsidy schemes on local, regional, national
and European level may therefore significantly support companies. The suggested instrument
therefore is to standardize (at least on the national level, but possibly at EU level, at least for
what it concerns templates and required information) the application processes of subsidy
schemes concerning energy efficiency, renewable energies and energy cooperation. Changing
the system solely to online applications could lead to simplified and less time-consuming
application processes. Another advantage is that the application for different combinable
subsidies can be accomplished by only one general application.
The proposed instrument appears as ambitious as beneficial (involving central government
and/or European bodies) because S-PARCS experience has provided a fair example on how
a lack of knowledge and standards in this framework hampers action of park and companies.
4.1.3

Establishing individual data (safety) guidelines for each industrial park

Such guidelines shall clarify, which data have to be gathered by the companies and which of
them have to be shared with the park coordinator/cooperation manager and which of them are
free to be used for public dissemination.

6

https://www.pvaustria.at/forderungen/
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Also establishing such guidelines clarifies which safety standards have to be implemented not
only within the jointly used park premises such as streets etc. but also within the companies
themselves. If special companies have higher standards for specific areas, it has to be
considered if these areas are important for the planned cooperation.
There are several reasons for collecting data from the companies located in an industrial park.
For safety reasons e.g. concerning chemical hazards, but also in terms of identifying possible
cooperation and energy efficiency solutions in order to increase the (primary) energy efficiency
of a park as a whole as well as that of the individual companies involved. Thereby, these
guidelines can serve multiply purposes like complying with the energy efficiency legislation on
company level as e.g. laid out in the Energy Efficiency Directive for large companies or data
protection law. Especially under the new EU GDPR [29], a comprehensive data protection
concept is indispensable. Although the term 'management system' does not explicitly fall within
the scope of this regulation, a comprehensive and systematic data protection management
system is necessary due to the sanctioning and liability risks associated with its
implementation. That is the only way to implement the accountability required by the regulation.
When establishing park-internal data guidelines it should be decided which data have to be
collected by the single company. This can include energy sources and streams, residual
energy streams, by-products and wastes, water and resource demands as well as energy
profiles and sub-metering data to name just a few. Furthermore, it has to be decided which of
these data have to be shared with the park coordinator and/or other companies at all times to
establish energy cooperation and their continuous optimization and which of them are free to
be used for public dissemination e.g. for promotion purposes without violating data privacy or
company secrets.
4.1.4

Allow regulatory “test beds”

Innovative business solutions in the energy field are at times hampered by the existing
regulatory framework that either does not allow a specific solution (e.g. company A is not
allowed to provide excess heat to company B because A is not a certified energy utility) or
negatively interferes with the economic aspects of a potential solution (e.g. regulated electricity
grid tariffs that always apply).
As described above, regulatory barriers are closely connected to the established functioning
of (energy) systems and markets. Regulation provides a framework to support the efficiency
and ease the processes, but it is a stumbling stone for disruptive and potentially more efficient
new technologies and solutions.
Establishing a system in which innovative and potentially disruptive solutions can be tested in
regulatory real-world “test beds”. These are also known as “sandboxes” from software sector.
Per definition, sandboxes are isolated areas to arrange, learn and rearrange settings. With
regard to the scope of energy regulation, sandboxes are limited in time and space and can
provide crucial input into the efficiency and efficacy of new ideas, their actual effects and
scalability. Also, such test beds create demonstration projects and actual results which can
increase the visibility of solutions.
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4.2

SPECIFIC INSTRUMENTS

The following instruments demand for changes of EU or at least national legislation and are
therefore not directly applicable by companies or industrial parks. Some of the actors involved
are therefore the legislature on national and EU level as well as industrial associations.
Consequently, no judgment on the feasibility of the following solutions can be passed. Also,
the outcomes of the European Union’s Clean Energy Package and its influence on industrial
energy cooperation remain to be seen.
4.2.1

Adjusting the legal framework of the electricity market

With regard to the direct exchange of electricity between companies within the industrial park
and the related possible barriers, the following section will cover both the "direct line" and the
"closed distribution systems" within EU legislation. However, implementation of these systems
is to be done within respective national law, which will not be discussed further here.
Consequently, no judgment on the feasibility of the following solutions can be passed. Also,
the outcomes of the European Union’s Clean Energy for all Europeans Package (the
negotiations for the new Electricity Directive are ongoing) and its influence on industrial energy
cooperation remain to be seen.
Decentralized electricity production within an industrial park has become a well-established
business model for individual companies, e.g. combined heat and power plants or large PV
installations. However, under the existing electricity legislation, especially fluctuating electricity
production cannot be sold directly to neighbouring companies, unless the producer becomes
an energy provider himself, which is not an option for most companies as it is out of the scope
of their business model.
Nevertheless, according to EU legislation, there are two possible solutions to deal with intercompany energy exchange: establishing a so-called the "direct line" or a "closed distribution
system".7 The “direct line”, which works in parallel to the public grid and may not be directly
connected to it, does not only offer a potential solution, but has also restrictive aspects and
holds uncertainties:
► under Article 34 para. 1 Electricity Directive 2009 [30] Member States shall take
adequate measures to enable that all electricity producers and all electricity supplier
can supply their own premises, subsidiaries and eligible customers via a direct line (lit.
a) and all eligible customers can be supplied by a producer and a supply company via
a direct line (lit. b);
► article 34 para. 2 Electricity Directive 2009 leaves the design of the criteria for the
construction of direct lines to the individual Member States, so that no general
statement can be made here. For example, Electricity Directive 2009 does not provide
any information


7

whether and to what extent a connection of the direct line to the public
distribution system may exist,
how many customers can actually be supplied via a direct line,

On the other hand, a "small isolated network" and an "micro isolated system" are not discussed.
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how many direct lines a producer in an industrial area can actually build and
operate, or
whether foreign or public cause may be claimed in connection with the transfer
of such a direct line;

► article 34 para. 4 and para. 5 Electricity Directive 2009 also leaves individual Member
States free to set up and operate a direct line, e.g. of refusal of access to the network
or the outcome of a dispute settlement procedure. If a Member State makes use of this
option, it will probably make the proposed project virtually impossible;
► it is therefore necessary to take an overall view of each individual case, taking into
account the relevant national legal provisions.
The “closed distribution system” offers more possibilities than the “direct line” but the limits of
legal feasibility of such a closed distribution system are very strict.
The EU legislator leaves it up to individual Member States (“may”) to allow a system to be
classified as a closed distribution system by the competent national (regulatory) authority
(Article 28 para. 1 Electricity Directive 2009). This system would distribute electricity either in
a geographically confined industrial, commercial area or in an area where services are shared.
It should be noted, however, that apart from a few exceptions, no household customers can
be supplied via this closed distribution network. A closed distribution system is a public
distribution network sub-station, which is not intended to serve all, but only a defined group for
supply. Therefore, the operator of this system is also exempted from some obligations and/or
unnecessary administrative burden. However, not excluded, is the granting of free network
access and the associated free choice of supplier based on a judgment of the ECJ.
However, there is the possibility that the corresponding geographical limit is met within the
respective industrial plant. Successive activities of the individual companies, like in the form of
a value chain, are quite common in an industrial or chemical park. The same applies to special
protection systems connected with the power supply. However, it is always necessary to
analyze each individual case, as it is up to individual Member States to legally integrate the
possibility of closed distribution systems. This would also go along with the clarification of
certain uncertainties due to the provisions of EU law (see above).
Both solutions shortly explained above do not directly enable private persons or companies to
consume locally produced (excess) electricity directly without extensive administrative and
legal barriers. However, in reality - from a physical perspective - the electricity is consumed
locally to a great extent. This aspect will become more crucial in the future, since renewable
energy sources will lead to more and more decentralized electricity production, not only in
industrial parks. Therefore, changing EU and national legislation in a way that electricity
metering and billing systems serve the physical electricity system becomes an important issue.
In summary, the establishment of closed distribution systems could be a very relevant
instrument in overcoming the existing barriers. The S-PARCS project team will closely monitor
the future design of selected national regulatory frameworks and the Clean Energy for all
Europeans package and their potential effects on the implementation of closed distribution
systems.
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4.2.2

Changing district heat/cold law

In contrast to the electricity and gas grid, the district heating and cooling sector is not regulated,
but individual frameworks depending on the local requirements and conditions are in place.
The participation of industrial waste heat producers in district heating systems is not regulated,
which makes it necessary to develop highly specific contracts and conditions for each case (it
is worth mentioning that contractual issues will analysed in detail in D2.3 due in February
2019). If general technical frameworks can be established depends on the requirements of the
industry, while it is also likely that the various requirements and heat sources in industrial parks
complicate the process. Since there is no legal claim in the heat sector to access the network,
private-contractual agreements between the heat generator and the district heating network
operator are possible. Those agreements regulate the purchase of heat generated by third
parties if this is technically feasible (among others with regard to pressure and temperature).
However, due to missing regulation, the district heating network operator does not have to get
involved in this. Because of the policy of freedom of contract, the district heating network
operator can decide on its own from whom he buys heat and under what conditions he does
so.
For this purpose, the Commission's proposal for the recast of the Renewable Energy Directive
[30] would have provided specific regulations. In the Commission's original proposal district
heating networks operators would have been obliged to feed-in third-party heat from renewable
sources into their network. However, in contrast to the Commission's original proposal, the
European Parliament has now changed the conditions. Feed-in now only has to happen if it is
technically and economically feasible for the district heating network. According to Art. 24 para.
5 leg. cit., an operator of a district heating or cooling system may refuse access to suppliers
where the system lacks the necessary capacity due to other supplies of waste heat or cold, of
heat or cold from renewable energy sources or of heat or cold produced by high-efficiency
cogeneration8.
The Renewable Energy Directive shall be passed in 2019, afterwards it remains to be seen
how (fast) the Member States convert the Directive to national law.
Based on the findings in “Open Heat Grid”9, the only country which has already implemented
measures with regard to alternative feed-in is Sweden. Sweden is a country with many district
heating networks. District heating networks are regionally limited natural monopolies, thus it is
important to avoid inefficiencies resulting from this status. The Swedish “heat act” serves as a
best practice example for the regulation of alternative feed-in. It provides third parties with the
right to feed-in and to receive a feed-in tariff, but it also allocates all investments and all risks.
Experts regularly confirm that the law has not led to one case of application, but has led to
many implementations triggered by the motivation to avoid the application of the law.
4.2.3

Preferential treatment of physical cooperation

Physical cooperation, such as (waste) heat exchange, should get a preferential treatment
independently from ownership relations by law if the feasibility study proves the cooperation to
8

Comp. http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&language=EN&reference=P8-TA2018-0009 (called 20.07.2018)
9 https://www.energy-innovation-austria.at/article/open-heat-grid-2/?lang=en
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be effective in economic terms as well as with regards to the increase of primary energy
efficiency. The discussion with the S-PARCS Lighthouse parks has highlighted the need to
overcome barriers that deal with ownership questions especially related to already existing
infrastructure.
The two cases described in the following paragraph show that e.g. landowners could prevent
sustainable, technical and economic feasible physical cooperation measures, such as heat
exchange. As stated in the beginning, a European framework giving a preferential treatment
to feasible projects could foster energy cooperation due to simplified legal framework. It has to
be considered that this kind of restriction of property rights of landowners must base on an
extensive feasibility study, proving the environmental, technical and economic feasibility of the
project, since this kind of measure is a form of dispossession.
Concerning the construction of a heat pipe crossing private land, the legal analyses showed
(using Austrian and German law as an example) that without anchoring the heat line right as
an easement in the land registry; a new purchaser of a property must not tolerate the existence
of the heat line. Naturally, this significantly increases the risk of an investment in such a line.
At the same time, when building a heat pipe crossing public land, contracts for trespass rights
with the public owners need to be established. Contracts for trespass rights are private-law
contracts. The municipality gives the right to the company to use its infrastructure to build heat
lines. The related legal aspects are discussed in more detail in D1.2.
An instrument (or a group of targeted instruments) tackling ownership related barriers can
support the establishment of energy cooperation models by reducing the investment risk for
companies as well as by lowering the opportunity costs of implementing solutions which are
created by non-existing guidelines, model contracts and above all, lacking regulatory and legal
provisions.
One possibility would be to establish binding guidelines for the overall process necessary for
implementing energy cooperation solutions. As an example, environmental impact
assessments are a tool used in many European countries to reach a decision pro or conta an
investment project. They are done withing a pre-defined structure that clearly states which
parties have to be involved in this decision process and how a final decision can be reached.
EIA may serve as a reference for establishing a comparable process for energy cooperation
projects. As part of the analysis of barriers to energy cooperation (D1.2), the need to
differentiate between private and public land ownership was identified as a main barrier that
needs to be overcome.
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5 INSTRUMENTS FOR CLUSTER IV – TECHNICAL AND
ENGINEERING BARRIERS
Technical/technological and engineering barriers play an essential role in the advancement of
adopting energy technologies and realization of energy cooperation forms among enterprises.
These barriers, presented in Figure 5.1, are connected to aspects such as the hindrances
related to the innovative character of a technology, service or energy cooperation form, the
technical suitability of an energy technology or cooperation service within a park, the issues
related to energy monitoring, measuring, analysing, forecasting, optimization and controlling,
and potential inadequacy of physical and non-physical infrastructure necessary for the
implementation of the measure.
In the section below, a list of instruments to overcome technical and engineering barriers is
proposed. The instruments are to be intended as general guidelines, considering both the aim
of this document and the fact that some of the barriers identified are unsolved technical issues
and currently there is no univocal solution available. Due to this lack of univocal solutions, in
many cases instruments for technical and engineering barriers in real practice currently vary
from case to case and are tailored based on the specific needs and layout of the site they are
implemented in. For example, an instrument may be economic beneficial or technically suitable
in one park, but not in another one.
From a general perspective, consultancy is an instrument that in theory can be beneficial for
all the barriers of the cluster. Consulting services span from engineering, to intellectual property
rights administration, to provision of training activities, to the ICT sector.
Instruments are developed with reference to data of the state-of-the-art and real experiences
from industrial parks. At this initial stage of the project, S-PARCS have not yet provided any
specific indication of instruments addressing technical and engineering barriers, as the actual
implementation of solutions has not yet been carried out.
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Figure 5.1: Technical and engineering perspective barriers (D1.2)

5.1
5.1.1

TRANSVERSAL INSTRUMENTS
Promoting training activities among professionals

Training of professionals is a key component to overcome barriers related to low adoption rates
of innovative technologies, lack of technical knowledge needed for installation, use and
maintenance of new technologies within the park, to lack of knowledge about technical options
available and their performances and to the implementation of energy management systems.
Indeed, an eco-industrial park can be defined as such if it would “create a mechanism which
seeks to train and educate managers and workers about new strategies, tools and
technologies to improve the system” [32]. Training activities can generate benefits for both
financial and non-financial performance [33] and support active participation and commonsense building within the park.
In order to be effective, a training program should be designed with clear goals and objectives,
keeping in mind specific needs of the employees participating to the training and of the park
itself [34].
It is pointed out that training and awareness raising activities have also been identified as
effective instruments from other perspectives, as shown in 2.1.16, 3.1.6 and 6.1.3.
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Training activities can be carried out by external entities, either inside or outside the park
premises and can take place in various forms, including for example workshops and online
platforms. Entities potentially suitable to perform the training activities are consultancy
companies, companies dedicated specifically to energy management and energy solutions or
representatives of research centres or universities. Also an internal support structure, possibly
including and involving multidisciplinary teams, can be instituted. Participants to training
activities shall be selected at various level of the company’s organization. Parks’ and
companies’ managers, which have a wide view on the activities within the park and which can
have a role in the selection of on technical alternative rather than another, shall be informed
about available technological options. Technicians shall be trained as they are in charge of the
daily use and functioning of the technological option implemented and must be capable to carry
out hands-on operations.
Depending on the specific matter of the training activity, one or more company and park
managers may be involved.
Training activities are considered to be an easily implementable instrument, especially in case
they are carried out at park or large companies level. Their mitigating action can be immediate,
when, for examples, employees are taught to deal with a specific technical issue or may be
appreciated in time when managers or other appointed people at company and park level are
informed about technological development trends and available technology.
5.1.2

Increasing investment in R&D

Increasing investment in pertinent R&D sectors or collaboration with universities and research
centres may be effective in addressing barriers such as lack of technical solutions for solving
park-specific/context-specific problems and difficulties in technology access due to intellectual
properties issues. In general terms, R&D can support to overcome obstacles related to specific
technical problems arising among the companies of the park or to address specific needs with
innovative solutions even when high level of energy efficiency has been reached.
Research and development remains the focus of advancements in the energy sector, which is
currently facing significant sustainability challenges. Indeed, reducing the energy sector’s
climate and environmental impact is an important goal for governments, companies and trade
associations. Many are turning to R&D for the answer [35].
A joint investment of all the companies that need to address peculiar technical issues is
desirable. Nevertheless, one single company or a number of companies may invest and – in
case of positive outcome of the R&D activities – may sell their product to the other companies
that need it, or directly to the park managers. Financing for R&D activities can also be
commissioned to external entities.
Even though this instrument is strictly related to the solution of technical barriers, as it provides
specific technological solutions, it can be considered as an economic instrument, in the sense
that investment for R&D are established according to the park’s financial and economic
strategy in the medium-long term. Therefore, the feasibility of the instrument depends on the
strategic plan of the park and its enterprises. An incentive to such activities could be the precommercial procurements, as suggested in 2.1.9. When evaluating potential areas for R&D
investments, opportunities for public funding, financing and granting shall be evaluated at local
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or national/community level. Furthermore, also forms of cooperation, for example with
universities or research centres may be explored, even though this practice is still not a well
established practice among existing industrial parks [36].
5.1.3

Policy making to raise awareness and to favour technological development

Due to the difficulties that enterprises and parks face when trying to improve their energy
efficiency and to implement energy cooperation strategies, policy making at local, or national,
or community level may be a form of support and incentive for these best practices [36]. From
a technical and engineering perspective, policies can address barriers such as lack of
knowledge and information and insufficient technology maturity, inadequacy of existing
infrastructure. In parallel, they can support technological growth by ensuring access to
technology while protecting rights of intellectual property, by improving the capacity of
intellectual properties institutions and knowledge and understanding [38]. Parks and
companies can largely benefit from the policy initiatives, as often they do not have the
necessary means and possibilities to face issues with typically long-term return. In addition,
policies can boost the transition to a high level of cooperation and energy efficiency by making
it economically preferable compared to other development strategies. Just to carry a clear
example, under certain circumstances environmental regulations made it economically sound
to turn some major wastes into products and exchange them locally, allowing rapidly repaying
the costs of necessary infrastructures [39].
On the basis of a detailed analysis of policy options suitable to increase energy efficiency within
the industrial sector in general is carried out, supporting the findings by several worldwide case
studies, categories of policy options that may be effective in addressing barriers related to the
technical issues include [40]:
► information-led and capacity-building policies, that are focused on providing better
information to decision-makers about a) the need to invest in energy efficiency b) the
potential c) the benefits of energy efficiency and d) specifically how to improve
efficiency and increase capacity in energy management. Practical outcomes of this
instrument are activities such as communication and dissemination programmes, ecolabelling, training programmes, energy-related qualifications, encouragement of the
use of standards such as ISO 50001, award programmes, guidelines and best
practices collection. A specific finding of the goEco project [41] is that pilot and
lighthouse projects are of interest due to the effect on public awareness and the
possibility to collect subsidies;
► technology innovation acceleration policies, as energy efficiency can be greatly
improved simply by adopting existing proven technologies, the innovation of new
efficiency technologies also has a role to play and can be a source of economic growth.
Long and consistent innovation and R&D programmes should be implemented and by
governments and driven by inputs from the industrial sector.
Actors responsible for the implementation of this instrument are governments and public
authorities. At local level, a close collaboration between parks and municipalities may be a
mean of accelerating and generating favourable policies and regulations for the parks and their
efficiency [42]. Some questions that may be engaged by parks representatives during a
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discussion with state or local regulators or local planning departments concern the
implementation site-wide or umbrella permitting regulations for enabling innovation, the
permits needed to boost by-products exchanges or share treatment facilities [39].
The feasibility of the implementation of this instrument is strongly related to political strategies,
which are developed independently from the parks. Nevertheless, energy efficiency is among
the priorities of the EU [43] and thus it is likely that more initiatives in this direction will be
launched and will possibly cover also the ground of industrial symbiosis and industrial park.
The mitigation effect of policies addressing and accelerating energy efficiency in industrial
parks may be significant, in line with the trends of the results related to general strategies for
energy efficiency10.
5.1.4

Continuous improvement of energy management

A continuous improvement in energy management shall be the fundamental principle of the
industrial parks willing to pursue high level of environmental and economic performance. An
eco-industrial park “Continuously improve the environmental performance by the individual
businesses and the community as a whole” [32]. This instrument thus consists in a
methodological approach, which is also commonly used for the improvement of industrial
processes and management strategies.
This concept is also crucial for the ISO 50001 standard “Energy management”11, which is
based on the methodological scheme Plan – Do – Check – Act aimed at guaranteeing
continuous and constant optimization. The main activities of the Plan – Do – Check – Act
scheme, with reference to energy management, include [44]:
► Plan: establishment of an energy management system and appointment of necessary
staff, demonstration of commitment, baseline establishment and identification of
suitable indicators of performance, definition of objectives;
► Do: implementation of energy plan, communication, energy efficient design and
renovation of facilities;
► Check: monitoring and measuring of performance indicators, energy related corrective
and preventive actions implementation;
► Act: reporting and review of the energy management system and update of the action
plan.
This cyclic approach, as for the case of industrial parks, should ideally lead to the
implementation of most of the solutions for energy efficiency and for energy cooperation
proposed in D1.1 and to the optimal exploitation of energy efficiency potentials not only at
company level, but also at park level.
5.1.5

Technical and engineering consultancy

When technical capabilities are not retrievable within the park and its companies, external
technical assistance is to be engaged to solve specific arising problems or to exploit at most
the energy efficiency potential. This instrument can support in overcoming barriers such as
lack of knowledge for designing, lack of solutions for general technical/technological issues,
10
11

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-efficiency
https://www.iso.org/iso-50001-energy-management.html
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lack of feasibility studies or other analyses. The parks can benefit from numerous services,
ranging from technical and energy companies to consulting companies for performing cost
benefits analyses to evaluate interventions typically associate to high CAPEX, such as the
renovation or substitution of infrastructures, the implementation of measures to comply with
current Best Available Techniques, or for optimizing industrial symbiosis within the park. For
example, there companies designed specifically to stimulate and create transition to circular
economy, providing advice and guides on specific business cases about potential synergies
[42]. Also waste management companies with proven recycle strategies can be engaged when
optimization of waste management is needed within the park. Along with services that can
increase the number of interdependencies within the industrial park, services related to the
implementation of energy efficiency measures exist. For example, companies can require an
energy audit, which is defined by Directive 2012/27/EU [37] as “a systematic procedure with
the purpose of obtaining adequate knowledge of the existing energy consumption profile of a
building or group of buildings, an industrial or commercial operation or installation or a private
or public service, identifying and quantifying cost-effective energy savings opportunities, and
reporting the findings”. An energy audit provides companies with guidelines for the
implementation of energy efficiency measures, taking into account technical feasibility issues
and also economic issues, as presented in 2.1.7. Furthermore, if the size of companies of the
park is limited, it may be useful to develop an energy audit scheme that covers more than one
company.
When technical assistance is needed to solve park-related issues, park managers should be
in charge. Similarly, if the issue concerns a limited number of companies within the park, these
companies should engage the consultants.
In some cases, a company in the park could assume the role of independent auditor of
environmental performance and provide feedback to individual companies, EIP management,
and the community. This firm would operate and maintain monitoring systems and an EIP
information system linking all companies. It could also provide third party reporting which is
required in many voluntary programs [39].
This instrument can be easily relied to, and it is expected to provide quite short-term results in
comparison to initiatives involving research activities.
5.1.6

ESCO’s engagement

ESCOs are companies providing energy services to final energy users, including the supply
and installations of energy efficient equipment, and/or the refurbishment of the building and
can finance or arrange financing for the energy service provided, and their remuneration is
directly tied to the energy savings achieved12. Targeting an ESCO for the provision of energy
services enables the park and its companies to overcome barriers such as lack of knowledge
for designing, developing, constructing and manufacturing technologies for energy efficiency
and necessity of installing advanced communication infrastructure, as ESCOs are directly in

12

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/energy-efficiency/eed-support/energy-service-companies
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charge of these issues. Furthermore, this instrument is also effective from an economic
perspective, as shown in 2.1.1.
Park managers should be responsible for the engagement of such contracts, but also
companies that are directly touched by the installation of the energy efficiency measure shall
be involved in the process.
The sector of ESCOs is currently growing, and thus there is expectation that mitigating effects
can be significant for the park and its companies.
5.1.7

Machine manufacturers’ engagement

In order to fill the lack of knowledge associated to design, develop construction, manufacture,
operation and maintenance of new technologies for cooperation and energy efficiency and
possibly to improve existing infrastructure to support the implementation of energy cooperation
solutions, it is possible to collaborate with machine manufacturers. Manufacturers are indeed
interested in meeting clients’ needs and they can develop tailored solutions. On the other side,
the clients undertake an investment that can directly improve the production, along with energy
efficiency and energy cooperation aspects. This scheme has been successfully applied by a
tannery located in Ponte a Egola cluster, in Italy. In that case, the main purpose of the company
was to collaborate with machines’ manufacturers to improve the final quality of the leather
produced, but also energy efficiency issues were faced and solved.
Dialogue with machine manufacturers should be promoted at park level. Nevertheless, also
groups of companies, especially belonging to the same sector, as presented in 3.1.8, can rely
on this instrument.
The implementation of this instrument is feasible, especially when companies need to renovate
their equipment not only for energy-related matters, and it can have beneficial effects also in
the short-term horizon.
5.1.8

ICT sector engagement

As it commonly happens in complex systems, an efficient management of information and data
streams and an efficient communication and connection between parties involved represents
and added value to the overall performance of the system. Relying on ICT solutions in general
can be beneficial to overcome barriers related to the smooth integration of energy management
systems, for optimization of energy and materials exchanges, to at least increase the
capabilities and number of actors dedicated to data analysis and to guarantee a proper level
of data processing, storage and management. In parallel, ICT consultancy services could be
relied on for the realization of cost benefits analyses aimed at showing potential advantages
from the installation of performant computers, sensors or other types of equipment. Thus, the
ICT sector can be engaged at various levels, for example incorporating within the companies
the use of software to boost industrial symbiosis or hiring specialized staff at park level, and
from various perspectives, such as optimization in general, data sharing towards communitybuilding.
ICT systems to support industrial symbiosis can be structured as decision support systems,
planning tools or knowledge-based systems. Many systems demonstrate technological
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feasibility of ICT to enhance industrial symbiosis development and the ability of ICT to promote
knowledge sharing through the creation of community, social capital, and trust is recognized
[45].
The integration of ICT systems - through smart grid or metering technologies - can generate
valuable opportunities for energy savings [46], [47].
Smart metering systems for electricity have been shown to cut annual household energy
consumption by up to 10%13. Estimates included in a COM(2011) 202 of the European
Commission [48] also suggest that smart electricity grids could reduce CO2 emissions in the
EU by between 9 and 15% and reduce primary consumption by the EU energy sector by almost
9% by 2020.
In addition, the flexibility in which ICT may be integrated allows tailoring the selection of the
specific ICT instrument to the needs and resources of the park. Furthermore, this instrument
can have a rapid mitigating effect, with short payback periods for the capital investment.
5.1.9

Enhancement of data acquisition

Enhancing data acquisition and collection is effective in overcoming barriers such as lack of
monitoring and measuring of energy consumption within enterprises, integration of energy
management systems, uncertainty of quality of exchanges energy and flows. Furthermore,
similar instruments are proposed also within the economic and information provision clusters,
as described in 2.2.2 and 6.2.2. As for the nature of the industrial park concept, in order to
maximize exchanges of energy and materials among the companies of the park, a precise
estimation of these flows can be useful to design and develop new strategies for industrial
symbiosis. Furthermore, enhancement of data acquisition can help also single companies in
identifying highly consuming processes and departments and in implementing mitigation
measures.
Data acquisition can be enhanced in terms of both quantity of data and quality of data. Quantity
includes the number of flows measured and the frequency of the monitoring, while the features
of metering systems in place (e.g. accuracy, sensibility) influence the quality of the data.
Single companies should be responsible for the installation of measuring sensors within their
boundaries. Nevertheless, setting a target at park scale may help to reach a homogeneous
level of measures among all the companies.
The installation of a permanent net of instruments for monitoring purpose may be a high
investment for the companies. For this reason, also mobile instruments, to perform manually
the measures, can be purchased by the companies without high economic burdens. In this
case, the instrument is correspondent to the solution “Joint purchase of monitoring equipment,”
proposed in D1.1, which suggests that companies agree on joint investment for metering and
monitoring systems.
Along with constant monitoring, the companies and park managers can also decide to make
occasional monitoring campaigns aimed at capturing specific data or due to the limited
possibility of installing permanent instrumentation. This service can be purchased by
13
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engineering companies, which own all the necessary equipment and are qualified to make the
measurements and elaborate data collected.
5.1.10 “Small scale” testing
In some cases, parks do not want to expose themselves in the implementation of innovative
solutions when they have gained low adoption rates in other firms and thus information on their
reliability, quality and profitability is not available and when they interface with already reliable
running processes. A viable instrument to overcome these barriers can be – whenever
technically feasible – to launch the innovative solution at small scale, as also presented in 3.1.3
from a managerial perspective, only affecting a limited number of processes and requiring a
lower capital investment compared to the case when installation is made ”full-scale”.
Decisions with respect to the possibility of small scale testing shall be moderated by park
managers or park’s leading companies. Details of the processes and areas affected by the
testing shall be agreed by most of involved and interested companies, and should not create
a burden on a single company only.
The feasibility of using this instrument is strongly affected by the specific technical needs and
technical solutions and facilities of the park and shall be evaluated case by case.
5.1.11 Strategies for selection of target industries
When developing or enlarging an industrial park, target industries shall be selected by the
industrial parks, and infrastructures necessary for the target industries should be developed
[49]. In such way, a clear growth strategy can be implemented, aiming at maximizing symbiosis
within the companies of the park and optimizing use of both economic and non-economic
resources [42]. One key to transitioning an existing industrial park into a wider industrial
ecosystem is to first link the existing businesses at the site and then fill critical niches with new
businesses that will enable or increase the effectiveness of the exchange. This assumes
consensus among the tenants regarding the mutual benefits of developing symbiotic
exchanges of materials, energy, and information. Company surveys and audits can provide
valuable data to guide this process. This initial survey will indicate any obvious exchange
opportunities and highlight “missing pieces” which, if present, would enhance the viability of
the industrial ecosystem. This can lead to a list of “targeted” prospects, which the economic
development agency can recruit. Such prospects may be valuable because of what they need
(e.g. there is a by-product now available at the site, from one of the present tenants), or what
they can provide (e.g. a by-product stream useful to one of the present tenants) [39]. Criteria
for companies’ selection based on the possibility of implementing synergies may hamper
financing, as the failure of one or more link may compromise the balance of the park’s activities
if too many interdependencies exist [32], [36], [39]. Another alternative is to base the selection
of companies to be included within the park based on the affinities and similarities of the
companies, in order to allow the sharing of common facilities and services whenever possible.
Indeed, it is highlighted that one criterion does not exclude the other, and also mixed solutions
can be found. The strategy for aggregation of companies is not necessarily forced by a strict
planning, as it is also interest of the companies themselves to find a scheme to minimize losses
and maximize exchanges from time to time, depending on the current condition of the park and
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its companies [39]. Identifying a clear strategy for targeting industries in an existing or new
industrial park can help overcoming barriers related to missing link between supply/load
profiles of the companies, limited flexibility of existing flows of waste and by-products at existing
facilities.
The strategy definition and associated planning activity shall be necessarily carried out at park
level, and shall continue even after the construction. Single companies can support this activity
by indicating potential solutions for the optimization of their processes.
Naturally, the suitable phase for an influencing selection of target industries is at time of
construction of the park, where also significant beneficial effects can be generated. The
feasibility of implementing this instrument during the park’s life can be difficult, due to the fact
that opportunities for including a new company or substituting an existing one may be quite
rare, but can have strong mitigation effects.
5.1.12 Matching companies according to energy/material demand and production
This instrument corresponds to one of the solution outlined in D1.1. This solution can help in
addressing the issues of long physical distances between enterprises (energy losses) and of
aligning intermittent energy production (load profiles) between processes.
5.1.13 Continuous interaction
Industrial parks can be seen as ecological systems, as they are characterized by a habitat,
communities and by interactions and interdependencies between communities and habitat.
The stability of an ecosystem depends directly on the interconnectedness of the species within
the ecosystem itself. In this perspective, a key instrument and lesson learnt from a number of
industrial parks is the importance of allowing continue interaction between the companies, and
encouraging it whenever needed, support active participation and common sense building
within the park. An eco-industrial park can be defined as such when its companies are linked
with suppliers and customers in the wider community where the industrial park is situated [32].
This approach can indirectly lead to an overall improvement of the performance of the park,
including various technical and technological aspects.
Interaction shall take place among companies and their staff and among the company and the
park managers. Periodical meeting should be scheduled and held in order to promote face to
face discussion, arising of initiatives and continuous exchange of information.
This kind of approach can be easily implemented when most of the companies recognize the
importance of this instrument and realize that it can help in the optimization of the performance
of the park.
5.1.14 Engaging symbiosis with non-park entities
In some cases, energy efficiency solutions cannot be established between the park entities for
various reasons, such as: energy efficiency potential already highly realized within the park,
missing links between loads and supply profiles, non-compatible quantities of waste/byproducts streams to be exchanged. A profitable approach can be to engage forms of symbiosis
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with entities external to the park. A strategic recommendation is that an exchange within a
bounded property will prove more effective if it is embedded in a community or regional
exchange network because even industrial parks are not closed systems. In this perspective,
existing companies in the neighbourhood of the site (or in the larger community) should be
surveyed to determine their primary inputs, potential by-product outputs, and willingness to
participate in a resource exchange network. In addition - as proved by the Kalundborg industrial
symbiosis (Denmark) - improving relationships with external parties facilitates development of
new products, opens new ventures, seeks opportunities and maintains a safe and clean work
environment. Kalundborg managers emphasize that their personal interactions were vital to
building the trust and business relationships that are the foundation of their exchange network
[39]. In Landskrona (Sweden), the same approach has helped with valuable ideas for
alternative ways for addressing environmental concerns and anticipating the same concerns
for potential future problems [50].
An example of form of interaction with external parties is a recruitment conference, which can
be organized in order to support companies in seeking by-product or waste trades when links
between supply and load profiles of the companies within the park are missing. Recruitment
conferences would enable firms to support the creation of trust and to explore potential
exchanges, while learning about other eco-industrial parks strategies.
In the long term, the engagement of network of embedded in an effective community, or
regional or state waste exchange programs will give greater resilience to the pattern of trades,
which are developed in a broader market, maintaining alternative suppliers and customers to
step in as business conditions (and companies) change.
Only a limited number of companies (i.e. those that produce streams that do not match with
other needs) should be involved.
For the broad survey of companies in the proximity of the industrial park, an economic
development agency might collaborate with consultants or with a local university or college
engineering department. Analysis of this information will suggest industries that could benefit
from location in proximity of the park.
Furthermore, a possible scheme to actually engage industrial symbiosis outside the park is to
refer to a broker. A broker may take responsibility for maintaining the cohesion of a broader
exchange network as well as for sales and marketing. The broker would have economic selfinterest in discovering new opportunities for bilateral exchanges and facilitating their
occurrence. The broker would support companies perceive their common opportunities and
explore opportunities for increasing effectiveness of the whole web of exchanges within the
park. There is a potential downside to depending on brokers. The risk that brokers focus on
high value materials only, as the usually work on commission, should be properly mitigated
[39].
The implementation of this instrument should be based on costs benefits analyses, in order to
consider that long distances or other factors may make the instrument as disadvantageous
from a comprehensive perspective. Considering the specific conditions, mitigating effects and
feasibility should be considered.
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5.1.15 Risk sharing and allocation schemes
Companies being part of an industrial park benefit of the possibility to share risks related to
common activities and initiatives. This opportunity can be exploited in order to overcome those
technical barriers requiring high capital investment, commonly related to the installation of new
infrastructures or their modernization, implementation of new departments (e.g. ICT, R&D).
Commonly, the partners (i.e. the companies of the park) establish specific contracts to regulate
responsibilities and define how to share the risks, the profit and control right by negotiating
with each other. Following such scheme, imply that the result of the negotiation depends on
the relative bargaining power of the partners [51]. Risks can be either shared or allocated. As
far as allocation is concerned, on the basis of a wide literature review, two risk allocation criteria
are introduced: the risk should be allocated to the party best able to manage it; the risk should
be allocated to the least risk-bearing cost partner. Furthermore, it is suggested that it is proper
for a contracting party to bear a risk in any one of the following cases [52]:
► the risk loss is due to the part’s own willful misconduct or lack of reasonable efficiency
or care;
► the part can cover a risk by insurance and allow for the convenient and practicable for
the risk to be dealt with in this way;
► the preponderant economic benefit of running the risk accrues to the part;
► it is in the interests of efficiency to place the risk on the part;
► as the risk eventuates, the loss happens to fall on the part in the first instance, and
there is no reason under any of the above headings to transfer the loss to another, or
it is impracticable to do so.
Actors responsible for risk management are the companies directly involved in the contracts
and, when relevant, park managers.
A fair risk management, through sharing and allocation, can push companies to undertake
interventions and initiatives and can thus have a significant mitigating effect. Nevertheless, the
results of this instrument cannot directly be estimated as it is not a concrete intervention.
5.1.16 Decomposer niche
A decomposer niche includes companies that consume otherwise unusable wastes,
processing them into usable feedstocks and companies that take apart equipment and market
reusable components and materials. In such way, barriers such as the lack of technical
solutions to manage by-products and wastes and to maximize their recovery, often related to
the inflexibility of the quantities and attributes, could be overcome.
In terms of technologies, decomposer plants would utilize recovery technologies that allow
extraction of valuable materials from waste streams (e.g. extracting metals from liquid or solid
wastes) and recycling technologies that prepare a by-product for reuse (e.g. shredding
plastics). These processor companies play a useful intermediate role and are especially
important where they accumulate small flows of residues from companies and generate
economically useful masses [39].
Park managers can decide to incubate or include such kind of companies, in order to minimize
material disposal and to maximize the circularity of the park’s activities. Companies that
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produced unused by products or wastes may gain significant economic benefits from such
inclusion, and may thus be interested in sustaining their introduction.
The profitability of the inclusion of a decomposer niche within the park premises shall be
evaluated case by case and is influenced by the value of wastes and by-products steams that
could be processed. From an environmental perspective, this instrument could be highly
beneficial, especially when it allows to avoid landfill disposal of waste. The physical feasibility
of the implementation is directly related to space availability onsite.
5.1.17 Shared central servers
The implementation of shared central servers is included among the solutions of D1.1. This
solution is an instrument to overcome the issues of high demands on computer performance
and IoT sensors for data analysis and optimisation algorithms and of the need for electronic
data processing equipment for data monitoring, storage and management and evaluation of
data.

5.2
5.2.1

SPECIFIC INSTRUMENTS
Technological options to reduce energy losses

In order to avoid excessive energy losses associated to long physical distances between
enterprises, whenever possible, an a priori investigation of the technical and economic
feasibility of linking flows should be carried out [53].
If a different physical arrangement that reduces distances cannot be found or realized, some
technological solutions can help to increase the efficiency of the system and thus to limit losses
along pipelines and grids can be identified.
In the case of losses associated to district heating solutions, they can be reduced by the
installation of district heating grids of fourth generation, which works with steam at lower
temperatures [54].
For the case of system carrying steam, it would be desirable to have updated equipment, as
old piping systems (over 5 years) register higher levels of leaks. Additionally, the installation
of vaposcopes on steam traps can help to easily assess their correct functionality and to act
promptly when malfunctioning is registered. The measures are not specific for solving the issue
of long distance, but it increases the performance of the system. It is noted that the measure
cannot be applied for the case of underground piping. In addition, proper thermal insulation
should be installed to avoid energy losses, sincewithout proper insulation, the amount of
energy lost can be 10 times greater than the energy being delivered through those pipes [55].
Losses of electricity are usually moderate relatively to other types of losses. From this
perspective, the realization of interventions to improve their efficiency is usually not a priority
when aiming at energy efficiency, also considering that the scale of the industrial park is very
limited if compared with the scale of existing grids for electricity transmission and distribution.
Nevertheless, electricity losses along line do exist, especially in outdated lines. A possible
solution to reduce them is to repair or renovate the line infrastructure, taking into account
factors such as the quality of the connections at the end of the line, the size of the conductor
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relative to the amperage it carries and the voltage of the line, which influence the amount of
losses along the line [56].
Companies involved in the implementation of these instruments are those directly involved by
the linking. Park managers can incentivize these types of interventions.
The economic feasibility should be evaluated through cost-benefit analyses in a life-cycle
approach. Intangible benefits related to resource preservation should be properly taken into
account thanks to e.g. Delphi studies, willingness to pay approaches. Technical feasibility of
the intervention should be assessed by experts for each single case.
5.2.2

Maintenance

A proved strategy to increase efficiency of industrial processes and to limit and slow the
malfunctioning and inefficiency of outdated infrastructures is to regularly carry out maintenance
operations. Maintenance operations are indeed fundamental in granting machineries and
processes energy saving, given the capability of optimising them thanks to a predictive model.
Also a tracking of the interventions realized and keeping record of inputs for of the maintenance
process and outputs (in economical and technical terms can support the identification of
successful maintenance strategies for the specific type of parks [57].
Maintenance of electrical transformers, shared facilities such as street lighting, pavement,
drainage, perimeter fencing, access control systems, surveillance systems, and waste and
refuse removal can be encouraged and guided by park managers. In addition, park managers
can provide companies with specific guidelines and standards. For example, in the case of the
Baum Industrial Park [58], standards that include the minimum levels of development,
performance and maintenance which are acceptable for the area have been developed, based
on the idea that firms will wish to meet or exceed these standards to create suitable working
conditions for their employees and enhance their public images.
In parallel to activities aimed at an effective maintenance strategy at park level, also single
companies should focus on this aspect for those facilities and systems under their own control.
Planning and performing correct maintenance operations is a well-known and established
strategy within the industrial sector. In many cases, the effects of this instrument have proved
to be evident and significant even in the short term. The economic feasibility of the
implementation of this instrument depends on the specific maintenance intervention, but it is
expected that routine interventions are associated to costs that are bearable by companies
and parks. Furthermore, multiple companies can share common costs.
5.2.3

Electrical and thermal storage installation

The installation of electrical and thermal storage systems is included among the solutions of
D1.1. This solution is an instrument to overcome the issue of intermittency of some renewable
energy sources (insufficient supply, storage systems or load shifting required to meet demand)
and to mitigate the effects related to the possibility of not aligned intermittent load profiles.
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5.2.4

Advantageous market conditions for low-TRL technologies

The park and its companies may be incentivized to purchase and install low-TRL technologies
by advantageous contracts and market conditions. For example, the company responsible for
the development of the technology can offer free maintenance, extended warranty, or
significant discount rates. In such way, the park, which has a risk from the utilization of a system
that is still not totally validated, gains benefits from an economical point of view and, on the
other hand, the company that owns the technology is given the chance of a validation and
testing of the system in a real scale case.
Park managers shall be responsible to create such types of cooperation and engage interested
companies.
5.2.5

Demand response schemes

The implementation of demand and response scheme is included among the solutions of D1.1.
This solution is an instrument to overcome the issue of intermittency o some renewable energy
sources and can help to minimize the storage capacity necessary for the industrial park.
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6 INSTRUMENTS FOR CLUSTER V – INFORMATION
PROVISION BARRIERS
Information provision barriers, summarized in Figure 6.1 comprehend aspects related to
information intended as: information regarding potential cooperation partners, information
exchange, which is needed to establish energy cooperation and keep them running, and
information from/about external factors, for example available technologies or measures.
Furthermore, information and knowledge about technical possibilities are also crucial for the
development of energy cooperation solutions.
Instruments for this cluster of barriers are developed on the basis of the experience grown in
the first phases of S-PARCS project, dedicated to the theme of generation of interest of energy
cooperation in industrial parks, which is indeed very close to information provision issues.

Figure 6.1: Information provision perspective barriers (D1.2)

6.1
6.1.1

TRANSVERSAL INSTRUMENTS
The right tasks and capacity-building for “energy managers”

Increasing energy expertise in industrial park management staff is crucial to help companies
assess their energy consumption and energy efficiency potential, facilitate interaction among
companies, support them in shaping relevant measures, as well as to assist them in
implementing their energy efficiency projects (both on an individual basis, and in collaboration
with other companies in the park). This centralised expertise and service could allow the
companies located in an industrial park to benefit from joint action, and to achieve cost savings
that would not be attainable if they would be working on their own. The appointment of an
energy manager is thus beneficial also from an economic and managerial perspective, as
described in 2.1.3 and 3.1.1.
In some cases, a member of the staff of the industrial park could be designated as the “energy
manager” (full type dedication to these activities might not be necessary in all cases) and get
some training to perform the “new” tasks. In other cases, hiring new personnel might be
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indispensable. In case a network of industrial parks exists (sometimes under the auspices of
public authorities as in the case of the Basque Country and the Industrialdeak), it can be
decided that the “energy manager” is in charge of promoting energy efficiency in more than
one industrial park.
Rather than acquiring deep knowledge in specific technologies, this instrument is about
ensuring that the industrial park management has broad knowledge of the energy sector and
relevant technologies, good connections with key actors and external competences that
companies can rely on in their journey towards greater energy efficiency, as well as sound
knowledge on the financing and funding framework and mechanisms. The management staff
is not called to be able to undertake a feasibility study for a specific energy efficiency project
(e.g. installation of PV for shared self-consumption). Instead, the management staff should be
able to e.g. easily identify who could perform a high-quality feasibility study, and judge whether
the type of feasibility study that is being offered to the companies will meet the expectations
and provide good value for money.
Therefore, the tasks attributed to the industrial park managers regarding information provision
for energy efficiency need to be well defined. One of the duties could be to coordinate the
monitoring of energy data in all companies of the park. This involves agreeing the data set to
be monitored, assisting companies in the data collection, as well as assessment of data
collection outcomes to advice on potential measures to achieve higher energy efficiency
(negotiation/switch energy suppliers, identification of collaboration opportunities, etc.).
Reaching and signing of collaboration agreements with energy advisors, and scientific partners
is another task attributed to the industrial park management staff to implement the identified
potential measures. Once a specific energy efficiency project that involves various parties is in
place, the industrial park management staff coordinates the work of the different parties, as
well as the drafting and signature of a confidentiality agreement.
Although implementation mechanisms will vary (from park to park, from region to region),
partnerships (at regional or national level) among public authorities, R&D and education
institutes, industrial park and company representatives could work to effectively train industrial
park management staff and provide them with adequate instruments to undertake the tasks
attributed to them. The role of public authorities in this process can vary depending on the
framework conditions. In the case of the Basque Country, SPRILUR (public agency in charge
of industrial land management) could lead this process for all the industrial parks they hold a
share in.
6.1.2

Promotion of Industrial Park Energy Efficiency plans

The promotion of Industrial Park Energy Efficiency plans consists in building an EU-wide
scheme and a supporting toolkit to help industrial parks elaborate their energy efficiency plans,
that could work similarly to the Community eco-management and audit scheme EMAS, which
is a voluntary environmental management tool for companies and other organisations to
evaluate, report and improve their environmental performance. This tool could be fed-in with
some insights gained from the S-PARCS work in the industrial parks, build upon existing tools
(e.g. coming from other EU funded projects), and incorporate ingredients of the International
performance measurement and verification protocol (IPMVP). The “Industrial Park Service
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Initial Assessment Tool” developed in S-PARCS will be the first step towards this direction as
its objective is to suggest cooperative energy efficiency measures in industrial parks.
Park Energy Efficiency plans could be beneficial in overcoming barriers related to the lack of
a medium-long term strategic view. In this sense, energy can become a key parameter in the
strategic development of a park and a baseline should be assessed along with target
parameters.
The resulting plan should start by looking at the current situation regarding energy efficiency
and RES incorporation (previous experience, energy data, strengths and
weaknesses/enablers and barriers), to assess cooperation potential and agree priorities,
establish goals, and elaborate a roadmap and accompanying action plan and guidelines to
collectively move towards greater energy efficiency (including task allocation). This could also
allow exchange of good practises and experiences between the industrial parks in the EU.
Monitoring mechanisms are needed to follow up the goals and take the necessary corrective
measures, as well as to allow comparison and benchmarking (see also the instrument “Map of
energy efficiency in industrial parks).
In addition to benefits related to lowering energy consumption and consequently reducing the
energy cost, delivering energy efficiency plans have positive side-effects in community building
and publicity. Doing it in accordance with a EU wide scheme can facilitate international
cooperation activities. In addition to awareness raising (see also the instrument ”Ideation/cocreation workshops with expert facilitation in an energy efficiency awareness perspective”),
conditional public funding could be used to foster the diffusion of these plans.
This instrument requires reaching agreements among all MS and the European authorities and
is expected to be feasible in the medium-long run.
6.1.3

Ideation/co-creation workshops with expert facilitation in an energy efficiency
awareness perspective

Workshops with companies in the parks contribute to various goals: they are very useful to
increase energy efficiency awareness, get to know each other and contribute to identity and
trust building. As mentioned in 3.1.6 as well, they offer a good opportunity to strengthen
connections with external competences; and similarly, they offer a good opportunity to jointly
identify and discuss common challenges and problems, as well as the potential energy
cooperation opportunities.
Missing collaboration in any domain (not just energy) is an issue in many industrial parks.
Companies are often reluctant to share energy data with their neighbours, particularly when
they operate in the same sector and compete on the market. However, the work in S-PARCS
has evidenced that companies are more open to collaborate with each other when common
problems with joint benefits are tackled.
Workshops are powerful tool to identify topics of common interest. However, attracting
companies to participate in such activities is not a simple task. To incentivise companies to
participate to such activities, the benefits for their business need to be clearly stipulated, and
the companies need to understand and identify the positive impact on their businesses.
Therefore, the following aspects emerge as critical points:
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► good communication of the tasks and activities (how often they will meet, the type of
data and information they are asked to provide, the type of preparatory work they will
be asked for, and expected workload, etc.) and the benefits they will get out of the
activities;
► identification and description of the non-energy benefits to leverage potential positive
publicity, gains from good reputation and social responsibility, attractiveness to
commercial partners, motivated and healthier employees, making additional profit with
a side business, etc.;
► timely feedback information: Companies must be timely informed about the outcomes
of such activities;
► continuity of the activities but without excessively overloading the participating
companies: Time is a precious commodity to any company. Therefore, while continuity
of joint meetings and workshops is crucial, overloading companies’ agendas with too
many tasks is burdensome and may hinder the entire process;
► balance between easy to implement projects and more ambitious ones. Achieving socalled “low-hanging fruits” is beneficial to build trust in the process, particularly in the
initial stages. But these kinds of projects need to be combined with more ambitious
ones that are expected to generate stronger impacts;
► expert facilitation is a must to unleash the potential of focus groups and similar cocreation workshops. In many cases, these kinds of initiatives fail because of lack of
engagement, and incapacity to generate context for building relational trust and
confidence among the companies. Leading such processes is time-consuming and
demands expert facilitation and communication skills, that may not be present in the
industrial park management staff.
Different types of workshops can be organised, depending on the goal they serve, and what
stage of the process they take place. Informative workshops may be needed at the very
beginning, but interaction with and between the companies must be assured early enough in
the process. These workshops could be arranged by the park energy manager (if existing) or
interested and pro-active groups of companies. Deciding the type and right number of
participants depends on the dynamics and objectives of the workshop. When needed, guest
speakers can help establish connections with external expertise (e.g. technology providers
once an opportunity has been identified) or similar experiences elsewhere. Once specific
projects are identified, smaller workshops/meetings with just the involved companies and
relevant external parties (energy advisors, public authorities, potential investors, etc.) are
needed to assign tasks and regularly follow-up the achievements and the difficulties
encountered when launching and implementing the project.
The feasibility of successfully using this instrument depends on the communication and
facilitation skills, and the capacity to engage companies around a common goal.
6.1.4

Map of energy efficiency in industrial parks

Sharing information about how industrial parks across Europe are progressing towards greater
energy efficiency can increase awareness and multiply learning opportunities. Based on the
work that S-PARCS is performing in the different tasks, an interactive map of energy efficiency
in Lighthouse and Follower industrial parks could be prepared by the consortium and hosted
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by the project website. This map could display key relevant energy information about all the SPARCS industrial parks, present the most promising energy cooperation opportunities and
publishable summaries of the energy cooperation plans, and give information on already
implemented successful demonstration projects. In the future, this work enlarged into a
Europe-wide project, including information such as relevant technologies and service
providers, up to date knowledge on financing and subsidy options in different Member States
and regions, online training, etc. The European consortium could be also asked to regularly
publish reports with the most relevant findings in terms of energy efficiency in industrial parks
(including country reports). This could lead to the grouping of industrial parks according to their
energy efficiency performance and attitude (similarly to the European Innovation Scoreboard’s
Innovation leaders, strong innovators, moderate innovators and modest innovators), as well
as to the organisation of some awards to annually (or biannually) distinguish several industrial
parks in different categories (most innovative industrial park, most energy efficient, fastest
adaption/ etc.). The consortium can build upon and establish synergies with other EU and
international initiative such as the work that UNIDO is performing in the eco-industrial parks
field. Self-sustainability of the initiative (beyond available grants) is an issue that the consortium
will have to tackle in the exploitation plan.
The call for proposals could be incorporated to the first work programmes of Horizon Europe,
and the platform and first contents could be ready by 2023. The full roll-out of such an
instrument requires collaboration among public authorities at all levels, statistics offices,
industrial park managers, and external experts. Therefore, it is expected to be feasible in the
medium run.
6.1.5

Feasibility assessments and park level energy audit

Feasibility assessments are critical to pick, shape and plan, implement and follow-up energy
cooperation projects. Co-creation workshop can lead to the identification of several potential
energy cooperation opportunities, and feasibility assessments are useful to pick those that will
be incorporated to the Energy Efficiency Plans and therefore be implemented. This kind of
assessment is supposed to shed some light on the average time to implement the project,
maximum savings that can be achieved while respecting national legislation, average paybacktime, cost comparison between the present system and the new system, and potential longerterm improvements. In this sense, common energy audit can be a crucial part in targeting a
transversal lack of knowledge about the baseline and the benefits deriving from energy
efficiency improvements.
Feasibility assessments can vary on the level of details and consequently in respect to the
associated costs. Normally, they tackle an assessment of the current situation, a technical
proposal, an economic analysis and give also some insights about environmental and social
feasibility. The park manager and involved companies should agree on the minimum evidence
required for “shall we go or not go” decision making to agree upon the contents and appropriate
level of detail (and therefore cost). For example, the existence of and access to subsidies to
partially finance the project might be a must in some cases, while in other cases, although
being helpful, the non-existence of subsidies will not impede the project’s implementation.
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In many cases, external expertise is required to perform such an assessment. The industrial
park management staff should be able to amongst others, easily identify a good partner for
this, judge whether the feasibility assessment meets the expectations and offers good value
for money, as well as to ascertain whether the results of the assessment are reasonable. It is
worthwhile mentioning that the company in charge of the feasibility assessment may be biased
in terms of having economic interest to become a partner in the implementation of the project
(e.g. an energy advisor that has previous experience in a specific technology or in previous
attempts to initiate a similar activity in the same area). The industrial park management staff
will have to deal with vested interests, carefully decide the external actors to be involved in the
project (value-added for the project), as well as the operating/business model.
Once the project(s) are selected, the division of labour and assigning tasks among all the
involved parties (companies, park management, potential investor, public authorities through
subsidies, etc.) is of outmost importance, and so is to clarify the joint and individual benefits
associated to the project (generate energy for self-consumption, initiating a side-business,
etc.). Key Performance Indicators are needed to reach consensus on the goals, follow-up the
implementation phase, and take corrective actions whenever needed.
The feasibility of successfully using this instrument depends on the capacity of the involved
parties to reach agreements on e.g. the maximum investments they are willing to make, the
optimum payback-time, the operating model, etc.

6.2
6.2.1

SPECIFIC INSTRUMENTS
Certification of the expertise of installers

The industrial park and companies could be supported by the creation/implementation of a
certification system declaring the skills of installers/maintenance technicians.
The European legislation recognizes installation technicians/maintenance technicians as well
as suppliers of energy services as crucial actors in dealing with energy performance of
buildings and energy efficiency; this is expressly reiterated by the Directives 2010/31/EU [59]
and 2012/27/EU [60], as amended by Directive 2018/844/EU [61].
Being able to contact qualified and/or accredited experts would be a guarantee for the parks
and companies, which could entrust the management of installation, inspection and
maintenance of their plants to highly qualified individuals, specifically trained in the field of
energy efficient systems and recognized as such according to objective and homogeneous
criteria.
If, on the one hand, the correct installation of the system is important, on the other it is also
essential that the system be regularly checked and verified. Only a correct maintenance of the
system carried out periodically can prevent the risk of damage and/or malfunctions.
The possibility of entrusting the installation and management of the plant to accredited
technical experts can represent an important tool for the park and companies, as it could face
and overcome many economic barriers. In particular, the selected technical experts could have
the necessary skills to prevent unexpected costs related to possible system malfunctions, by
foreseeing and preventing the occurrence of technical damages and/or risks. In fact,
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companies fear the uncertainty of the risks linked to the possibility of having to bear hidden
costs for the realization of first-class investment projects. The implementation and use of a
reliable certification system of the technical skills of installers / maintenance technicians, could
remove companies from the possibility of sudden risks of an economic, organizational and
technical nature, in the adoption of cooperative plant solutions characterized by high energy
performance.
6.2.2

Promotion of key energy information

Key energy information to be disseminated can be related to general energy data (kWh
consumed in the last month, etc.) or related to a specific project (e.g. energy produced by one
new PV/hydroelectric installation, volume of wastewater treated, by a joint facility, etc.). Making
key energy information about the industrial park visible serves various goals. Firstly, it helps
building a community, trust and commitment around the same goals and challenges. Secondly,
it generates positive publicity effects to attract new companies to the industrial park or gain the
interest of potential clients and generate positive image of the industrial park in the surrounding
urban or commercial districts, and in society at large.
Information can be shared through multiple means. Electronic and paper newsletters, mailings,
presentations in relevant conferences, and social media are the most commonly used ones.
However, the impact of sharing information through these means is uncertain. Displaying key
energy information, that is automatically updated on a frequent basis, on an electronic screen
in the park entrance is deemed more effective, although the upfront investment might be
significantly higher.
This instrument can be implemented as soon as companies in the park agree on sharing costs
and decide the information to be displayed.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
This document aims at suggesting instruments to overcome barriers to solutions for energy
cooperation and energy efficiency in industrial parks.
The approach selected to develop the document consists in associating instruments to the
cluster of barriers identified in D1.2.
The results of such analysis are multiple and can be appreciated from various perspectives.
First of all, it is outlined that solutions for energy cooperation and energy efficiency identified
in D1.1, if applied systematically and in a significant number, would lead to the resolution of
many of the barriers considered in this study. The same method is effective also for what it
concerns transversal instruments, which, within each cluster, are those capable of solving
multiple issues and barriers.
Furthermore, it is noticed that among the clusters similar instruments, of the same nature, can
be found. These instruments can thus be seen as the most efficient, from a global perspective,
towards the overcoming of barriers related to energy cooperation solutions. Specifically, the
most recurrent instruments include:
► various types of training activities and awareness raising activities, that can be
aimed to enhance the awareness about environmental issues, economic possibilities
related to energy cooperation solutions, technological options available for
implementing solutions. They can be addressed either at managers or at technical staff;
► an increase of communication between various companies and actors of the park,
with non-park industrial stakeholders, with local authorities and with local communities,
in order to increase the possibility of implementing energy cooperation solutions and
also to support local development according to the communities’ needs;
► engagement of an ESCO as a financing entity, in order to allow the implementation of
technologically innovative solutions, for which capabilities and knowledge are not
present within the park, and to access financing opportunities;
► energy audits, feasibility assessments and life cycle analyses stand as successful
instruments in order to allow specific evaluation of opportunities (from the technological
and economic perspectives) and related costs and benefits. These tasks are commonly
performed by external entities;
► the implementation of an energy management system, at company level and possibly
at park level, supports the resolution of multiple barriers from the economic, social and
managerial and information provision perspectives. Indeed, this instrument allows to
systematically and precisely addresses issues solely focused on energy management
and energy efficiency;
► a punctual monitoring of energy consumption at company level and then at park level,
allowing a clear identification of deficiencies from a technical perspective, optimization
of use of machines in order to increase savings, supporting the economic, fiscal and
insurance related agreements and increasing exchange of information within and
outside the park;
► enlargement and updating of the policy framework related to energy and energy
cooperation specifically, in order to homogenize the EU approach for energy
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cooperation, to promote fiscal incentives and to increase awareness among relevant
actors;
► following a gradual approach, in terms of equipment and resources dedicated to energy
cooperation, also through the deployment of regulatory test beds, whenever possible.
This approach allows to test the solutions from a technological perspective and to gain
confidence about their effects;
► identification of standards and BAT for energy cooperation solutions, in order to
provide interested users with benchmark references and to assure a guaranteed
homogenous evaluation of the energy cooperation and efficiency solutions.
It has been decided to explicitly mention these instruments in all the relevant clusters in order
to highlight how they can be tailored to the specific needs and features related to the economic,
social/managerial, framework, technical/engineering and information provision perspectives.
Among the instruments outlined, those that are expected to generate effective results and to
allow overcoming the associated barriers in the short-term period include:
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

involvement of ESCOs;
common energy audits;
leasing for energy efficient equipment;
smart and comprehensive monitoring systems;
digital transformation;
regulatory test beds and other schemes for a gradual approach to the introduction of
the solutions;
energy manager and energy system implementation;
maintenance of existing infrastructures;
storage installations;
co-creation workshops and other forms of communication between involved parties;
feasibility assessment, energy audits, LCA studies.

It is observed that most of the instruments generated can be applied at different scales, starting
from the single company level, up to the park level, thanks to the support of park managers
and/or forms of collaboration between the companies within the park.
Finally, the most relevant barriers identified in the initial phases of the project from the
Lighthouse Parks are lack of awareness and knowledge, fear of distortion from core business,
lack of standardization and policies, high initial investment, uncertainty about potential savings,
security of supply. For these barriers, the main instruments found are:
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

workshops organization;
promotion of common EU standards and policies;
appointment of an energy manager;
ESCO’s involvement;
energy audit;
life cycle analyses;
demo level approach;
energy cooperation to be implemented on top of existing facilities.
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Energy labelling for efficient systems and services

Smart billing

Contractual agreements for sharing energy data

Digital transformation for energy data

Smart monitoring systems for energy plants

Extended producer responsibility for energy

Raising awareness and training activities on energy
efficiency opportunities

Regulatory framework for fostering energy efficiency
and renewable energy sources

Leasing for energy efficient equipment

Crowdfunding initiatives for energy investments

Energy Savings Certificates or white certificates

Certification of energy efficient technologies

Incentives and subsidies for energy investments

X

Pre-commercial procurement for innovative energy
investments

Financing agreements for energy efficient investments

Common energy audits

Life Cycle Assessment and Life Cycle Costing approach

Completion bond for energy efficient investments

Energy Saving Insurance

Energy management at company/park level

Companies/Parks lack access to
(long-term) financing or lack
knowledge thereof
Internal competition for capital
prioritizes non-energy related
investments
No additional own funds available
Existing plants are not
depreciated today, which

Creation of a park ESCO

Cluster I: Economic
Perspective - Barriers
Involvement of ESCO

9 ANNEX I – CROSS-MATCHING BETWEEN BARRIERS AND INSTRUMENTS

Energy management at company/park level
Energy Saving Insurance
Completion bond for energy efficient investments
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Energy labelling for efficient systems and services

Smart billing

Contractual agreements for sharing energy data

Digital transformation for energy data

Smart monitoring systems for energy plants

Extended producer responsibility for energy

Raising awareness and training activities on energy
efficiency opportunities

X

Regulatory framework for fostering energy efficiency
and renewable energy sources

Leasing for energy efficient equipment

Crowdfunding initiatives for energy investments

X

Incentives and subsidies for energy investments

Energy Savings Certificates or white certificates

Certification of energy efficient technologies

Pre-commercial procurement for innovative energy
investments

Financing agreements for energy efficient investments

Common energy audits

Life Cycle Assessment and Life Cycle Costing approach

Creation of a park ESCO

hampers the investment in new
ones
Long payback times are not in line
with company guidelines
Energy costs are not a crucial cost
factor
Existing structures are costly to
change
Players fear hidden costs of firstof-kind investment projects
(Monetarized) economic,
organizational and technical risks,
including risk uncertainties

Involvement of ESCO

Cluster I: Economic
Perspective - Barriers
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X

Energy labelling for efficient systems and services

Smart billing

Contractual agreements for sharing energy data

Digital transformation for energy data

Smart monitoring systems for energy plants

Extended producer responsibility for energy

Raising awareness and training activities on energy
efficiency opportunities

Regulatory framework for fostering energy efficiency
and renewable energy sources

Leasing for energy efficient equipment

Crowdfunding initiatives for energy investments

Incentives and subsidies for energy investments

Energy Savings Certificates or white certificates

Certification of energy efficient technologies

Pre-commercial procurement for innovative energy
investments

Financing agreements for energy efficient investments

Common energy audits

Life Cycle Assessment and Life Cycle Costing approach

Completion bond for energy efficient investments

Energy Saving Insurance

Energy management at company/park level

Creation of a park ESCO

Companies/parks face high
investment costs
Financial problems due to
retroactive changes of renewable
energy support schemes, which
also create lack of trust among
investors
Players lack substantial private
(risk) finance
Costs associated with
environmental damage/climate
effects are poorly reflected in
market prices

Involvement of ESCO

Cluster I: Economic
Perspective - Barriers

X

X

X
X

No or insufficient consideration of
life-cycle costs in market prices
Fear of technological lock-in
effects or obsolescence due to
expected technological progress
Fear of competitive
disadvantages through exchange
of information, knowledge and
data
Limited customer acceptance
(fear of distorted, unreliable
business relations)
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Energy labelling for efficient systems and services

Smart billing

X

Contractual agreements for sharing energy data

X

Digital transformation for energy data

Smart monitoring systems for energy plants

Extended producer responsibility for energy

Raising awareness and training activities on energy
efficiency opportunities

Regulatory framework for fostering energy efficiency
and renewable energy sources

Leasing for energy efficient equipment

Crowdfunding initiatives for energy investments

Incentives and subsidies for energy investments

Energy Savings Certificates or white certificates

Certification of energy efficient technologies

Pre-commercial procurement for innovative energy
investments

Financing agreements for energy efficient investments

Common energy audits

Life Cycle Assessment and Life Cycle Costing approach

Completion bond for energy efficient investments

Energy Saving Insurance

Energy management at company/park level

Creation of a park ESCO

Involvement of ESCO

Cluster I: Economic
Perspective - Barriers
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Uncertainty about
energy/resource price
developments
Availability of risk insurance
insufficiently offered on market
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Energy labelling for efficient systems and services

Smart billing

Contractual agreements for sharing energy data

Digital transformation for energy data

Smart monitoring systems for energy plants

Extended producer responsibility for energy

Raising awareness and training activities on energy
efficiency opportunities

Regulatory framework for fostering energy efficiency
and renewable energy sources

Leasing for energy efficient equipment

Crowdfunding initiatives for energy investments

Incentives and subsidies for energy investments

Energy Savings Certificates or white certificates

Certification of energy efficient technologies

Pre-commercial procurement for innovative energy
investments

Financing agreements for energy efficient investments

Common energy audits

Life Cycle Assessment and Life Cycle Costing approach

Completion bond for energy efficient investments

Energy Saving Insurance

Energy management at company/park level

Creation of a park ESCO

Involvement of ESCO

Cluster I: Economic
Perspective - Barriers
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Green Leases

Health and safety analysis

X

Clear analysis of subsidies

X

Energy cooperation on top
of existing utilities

X

Energy cooperation on
non-product related
processes
Introduction of energy
management system

X

Energy cooperation
starting at demo level

External entities as
facilitators

X

X

Meetings at park level

Easy to implement and
short PBP measures

Social
engagement/consultation

Non critical processes,
step-by-step approach

Environmental and energy
awareness campaign
X

Sector specific solutions

Reluctance to change and adapt
to potentially different working
environments
Lack of time and resources to
work on issues other than the
core business
Lack of skills and competencies to
deal with issues other than the
core business
Staff is not motivated to deal with
(their department's) energy
demand etc. / act according to
the cooperation rules
Responsibility for energy topics is
not clearly defined
Fear of distortions to core
business
Uncertainty of effects on local
population, communities where
park/company is located

Appointment of an energy
manager

Cluster II: Social/Managerial
Perspective - Barriers
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Green Leases

Health and safety analysis

Clear analysis of subsidies
X

X

X

Energy cooperation on top
of existing utilities

X

Energy cooperation on
non-product related
processes
Introduction of energy
management system

X

X
X

X

External entities as
facilitators

X

Energy cooperation
starting at demo level

Meetings at park level

Easy to implement and
short PBP measures

Social
engagement/consultation

Non critical processes,
step-by-step approach

Environmental and energy
awareness campaign

X

Sector specific solutions

Success driven managers with
short-term contracts need fast
success
Weak cross-sectoral co-operation
No prior relation between
companies in an industrial park
Fear of security of supply in case
of switching suppliers
Cultural barriers towards
cooperation that relates to
internal production processes
Different management/reporting
levels at involved companies are
responsible
Problems due to split incentives
may occur internally and/or
externally
Absence of energy management
systems (ISO 50001, also e.g. ISO
9001 and ISO 14001)

Appointment of an energy
manager

Cluster II: Social/Managerial
Perspective - Barriers

Green Leases

Health and safety analysis

Clear analysis of subsidies

Energy cooperation on top
of existing utilities

Energy cooperation on
non-product related
processes
Introduction of energy
management system

External entities as
facilitators

X

Sector specific solutions

X

Energy cooperation
starting at demo level

Meetings at park level

Social
engagement/consultation

Non critical processes,
step-by-step approach

Environmental and energy
awareness campaign
X

Easy to implement and
short PBP measures

Lack of trust between companies
and park manager / or service
companies
Companies are direct market
competitors
Fear of negative effects on
workplace safety
No possibility or no willingness to
make changes to a rented
building
Uncertainty and lack of
information about internal
organisation
Changes to managerial structures
may become necessary, reduces
acceptance of decision makers
Incentive structures in companies
guiding objectives of decision
makers reduce acceptance

Appointment of an energy
manager

Cluster II: Social/Managerial
Perspective - Barriers
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Changing district
heat/cold law

Preferential
treatment of
physical
cooperation

X

Adjusting the legal
framework of the
electricity market

X

Allow regulatory
“test beds”

X

Establishing
individual data
(safety) guidelines
for each industrial
park

Simplification and
alignment of
subsidy schemes

Lack of comprehensive and
coherent political energy
strategies increase investment
risks
Industrial codes and standards
are not aligned with proposed
solutions
Infrastructure related
uncertainties (e.g. regulations for
HV and LV networks)
Regulation is counter-productive
to some technologies/measures
Uncertainties in national
legislation
Incoherence between local,
regional, national, European
legislation creates uncertainty
Legal complexity in the individual
Member States
Big data management
District heating operator is not
legally obliged to allow and
remunerate a feed in into his
network

EU framework for
physical energy
cooperation

Cluster III: Framework
Perspective - Barriers
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Adjusting the legal
framework of the
electricity market

Establishing
individual data
(safety) guidelines
for each industrial
park

X

X

X

X

X

Preferential
treatment of
physical
cooperation

X

Changing district
heat/cold law

X

Allow regulatory
“test beds”

Simplification and
alignment of
subsidy schemes

Ineffective market based support
instruments
Lack of appropriate incentives
Tax structures (such as
depreciation periods)
Application for subsidies is too
complicated
No legal claim for building heat
pipes over private ground
Different safety issues (and yearly
costs) according to different
voltage supply
Energy taxes on individual energy
carriers need to be harmonized in
a local hybrid system
Registration as an energy supplier
is needed if energy (especially
electricity) is utilized externally
At the moment it is difficult to
have more than one energy
supplier, which makes selling
infrequent residual/surplus
energy difficult for companies

EU framework for
physical energy
cooperation

Cluster III: Framework
Perspective - Barriers
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X

Prohibition of exchanging
electricity between two
customers
Lack of standardization about
waste heat exchange (e.g.
metering and measurement)
Frameworks prohibit
technical/economical sound
cooperation regarding gas &
electricity

Preferential
treatment of
physical
cooperation

Changing district
heat/cold law

Adjusting the legal
framework of the
electricity market

Allow regulatory
“test beds”

Establishing
individual data
(safety) guidelines
for each industrial
park

Simplification and
alignment of
subsidy schemes

EU framework for
physical energy
cooperation

Cluster III: Framework
Perspective - Barriers

X
X
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Engaging symbiosis with non-park entities

X
X

X
X

Demand response schemes

Advantageous market conditions for lowTRL technologies

Electrical and thermal storage installation

Maintenance

Technological options to reduce energy
losses

Shared central servers

Decomposer niche

Risk sharing and allocation schemes

Continuous interaction

Matching companies according to
energy/material demand and production

Strategies for the selection of target
industries

“Small scale “testing

Enhancement of data acquisition

ICT sector engagement

Machine manufacturers’ engagement

ESCOs engagement

Technical and engineering consultancy

Policy making

X

Continuous improvement of energy
management

Increase investment in R&D

Most of the energy
efficiency potentials in the
company have already been
realized
Lack of knowledge for
designing, developing,
constructing,
manufacturing, operating
and maintaining new
technologies or cooperation
e.g. first of its kind
Low adoption rates as of
waiting before other firms
have successfully adopted
technology or cooperation
(reliability, quality,
profitability)

Promoting training activities among
professionals

Cluster IV:
Technical/Engineering
Perspective - Barriers

Missing link between
supply/load profiles of the
companies (no appropriate
usage of by-products or
waste streams possible)
Insufficient technology
maturity (TRL evaluation)
Integration of energy
management systems
(microgrid EMS)
Intellectual property
protection hampers the
dissemination of technology
relevant information
Long physical distances
between enterprises
(energy losses)

X

X
X
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Demand response schemes

Advantageous market conditions for lowTRL technologies

Electrical and thermal storage installation

Maintenance

Technological options to reduce energy
losses

Shared central servers

Decomposer niche

Risk sharing and allocation schemes

Engaging symbiosis with non-park entities

X

Continuous interaction

Matching companies according to
energy/material demand and production

Strategies for the selection of target
industries

“Small scale “testing

Enhancement of data acquisition

ICT sector engagement

Machine manufacturers’ engagement

ESCOs engagement

Technical and engineering consultancy

Continuous improvement of energy
management

Policy making

Increase investment in R&D

Promoting training activities among
professionals

Cluster IV:
Technical/Engineering
Perspective - Barriers

Lack of technical solutions
for managing by-products
Outdated infrastructure
does not allow efficient
solutions
Hesitant to interfere within
reliably running production
processes (production
disruptions, hidden costs)
Uncertainty of quality of
exchanged energy
(temperature level,
continuity profile, volumes
etc.)
Aligning intermittent energy
production (load profiles)
between processes
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Shared central servers
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Risk sharing and allocation schemes

Engaging symbiosis with non-park entities

Continuous interaction

Matching companies according to
energy/material demand and production

Strategies for the selection of target
industries

“Small scale “testing

Enhancement of data acquisition

ICT sector engagement

Machine manufacturers’ engagement

ESCOs engagement

Technical and engineering consultancy

Continuous improvement of energy
management

Policy making

Increase investment in R&D

Promoting training activities among
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Cluster IV:
Technical/Engineering
Perspective - Barriers
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Lack of knowledge about
technical options, their
applicability and reliability
Lack of feasibility study, life
cycle analysis or
technological forecasting
Quantities and attributes of
waste streams and byproducts are hardly flexible
at existing facilities
Inappropriate technologies
(as of weather conditions,
intermittent source,
capacity utilization not
economical, incompatible)

X
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Demand response schemes

Advantageous market conditions for lowTRL technologies

Electrical and thermal storage installation

Maintenance

Technological options to reduce energy
losses

Shared central servers

Decomposer niche

Risk sharing and allocation schemes

Engaging symbiosis with non-park entities

Continuous interaction

Matching companies according to
energy/material demand and production

Strategies for the selection of target
industries

“Small scale “testing

Enhancement of data acquisition

ICT sector engagement

ESCOs engagement

X

Technical and engineering consultancy

Continuous improvement of energy
management

Policy making

X

Increase investment in R&D

Promoting training activities among
professionals

Cluster IV:
Technical/Engineering
Perspective - Barriers

Intermittency of some
renewable energy sources
(insufficient supply, storage
systems or load shifting
required to meet demand)
Lack of monitoring and
measuring of energy
consumption within
enterprises
High demands on computer
performance and IoT
sensors/actors for data
analysis and optimisation
algorithms
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X

X

X

X
X

Demand response schemes

Advantageous market conditions for lowTRL technologies

Electrical and thermal storage installation

Maintenance

Technological options to reduce energy
losses

Shared central servers

Decomposer niche

Risk sharing and allocation schemes

Engaging symbiosis with non-park entities

Continuous interaction

Matching companies according to
energy/material demand and production

Strategies for the selection of target
industries

“Small scale “testing

Enhancement of data acquisition

ICT sector engagement

Machine manufacturers’ engagement

ESCOs engagement

Technical and engineering consultancy

Continuous improvement of energy
management

Policy making

Increase investment in R&D

Promoting training activities among
professionals

Cluster IV:
Technical/Engineering
Perspective - Barriers

Cyber security protocols to
protect privacy issues for
energy exchange are
required
EDP (electronic data
processing) equipment for
data monitoring, storage
and management and
evaluation is required
Advanced communication
infrastructure needed (bidirectional flow of energy
and information like for
smart grids, microgrids and
prosumers)

X
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X

X

X

X

Demand response schemes

Advantageous market conditions for lowTRL technologies

Electrical and thermal storage installation

Maintenance

Technological options to reduce energy
losses

Shared central servers

Decomposer niche

Risk sharing and allocation schemes

Engaging symbiosis with non-park entities

Continuous interaction

Matching companies according to
energy/material demand and production

Strategies for the selection of target
industries

“Small scale “testing

Enhancement of data acquisition

ICT sector engagement

Machine manufacturers’ engagement

ESCOs engagement

Technical and engineering consultancy

Continuous improvement of energy
management

Policy making

Increase investment in R&D

Promoting training activities among
professionals

Cluster IV:
Technical/Engineering
Perspective - Barriers

Lack of infrastructure
(physical space for new
technologies, distribution
infrastructure for the
transportation of waste
streams or by-products)
Building or reconstructing
facilities to enable energy
cooperation may imply the
requirement of other
measures to comply with
the current “best available
technologies” standards.
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X
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X
X

Demand response schemes

Advantageous market conditions for lowTRL technologies

Electrical and thermal storage installation

Maintenance

Technological options to reduce energy
losses

Shared central servers

Decomposer niche

Risk sharing and allocation schemes

Engaging symbiosis with non-park entities

Continuous interaction

Matching companies according to
energy/material demand and production

Strategies for the selection of target
industries

“Small scale “testing

Enhancement of data acquisition

ICT sector engagement

Machine manufacturers’ engagement

ESCOs engagement

Technical and engineering consultancy

Continuous improvement of energy
management

Policy making

Increase investment in R&D

Promoting training activities among
professionals

Cluster IV:
Technical/Engineering
Perspective - Barriers

X

X

X

Promotion of key
energy information

X

Certification of
expertise of installers

Energy efficiency
awareness and
workshops

Feasibility assessment
and park level energy
audit

Promotion of industrial
park energy efficiency
plans

Map of energy
efficiency in industrial
parks

Missing informational head of the
park
Energy is not a strategic important
issue
Lack of knowledge about successful
demonstration projects and/or other
references
Uncertainty about quantification of
effects
Lack of knowledge about neighbour
company’s energy
demands/residuals
Lack of interest in the neighbouring
company's energy
demands/residuals
Lack of access to external
competences
Lack of knowledge about financing,
subsidy options
Provision of sensitive business data,
e.g. energy data, is needed

The right task and
capacity building for
energy manager

Cluster V: Information Provision
Perspective - Barriers

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

Promotion of key
energy information

X

X

Certification of
expertise of installers

X

Energy efficiency
awareness and
workshops

X

Map of energy
efficiency in industrial
parks

X

Feasibility assessment
and park level energy
audit

Promotion of industrial
park energy efficiency
plans

Information exchange and
communication between relevant
persons does not work properly
Uncertainty about organizational
issues of energy cooperation (e.g.
who runs the new/joint plant)
Failure to recognize non-energy
benefits of efficiency
Lack of knowledge about possible
side-streams, collaborating partners,
etc.

The right task and
capacity building for
energy manager

Cluster V: Information Provision
Perspective - Barriers

